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President's Report

Dustin Seifert

Greetings colleagues and welcome
to another year of Music Making! We
have much 10 be proud of in the Land of
Enchantment. Our people (you, your
music students. parents. and supporliH::
communities) fill me with pride daily, but
especially when I travel to represent you in
Washington. D.C. and Dallas. I am pleased
to report that the office staffs of your elected
officials are professional. courteous. and
veiy supportive of your effort to improve
the qualit}' of' life for our young people.
I shared the folio\\ mg quotation with
lhe Board of Directors...
"A lie makes its way halfway around
the world while the truth is still putting its
shoes on in the morning." Fisher Ames1
Mark Twain Winston Churchill
1 told the Board that the quote was
attributed to Sir Winston Churchill. After
further research. l determined that the well
crafted quotation, m facl. was originally
atmbuted 10 Fisher Ames.
I believe this to be a most 11mely
,cntence. As the prolcssional!. responsible
for the 1RU111 n:gardmg Music l ducation.
it is \ Cl) important that we dispel myths
and allusions that circulate about our
profes·s _io_n_·�� ��������.......
_

We arc planning a tabulous All-State
Convention. In addition to \.\Orld-clas!>
clinicians and gust conductors. we will
welcome Professor Lariy Livingston to
present the Keynote Address. Profe�sor
Livingston 1s one of the most widely
respected Music Educators in the country.
Il1s presentation will certamly make you
ponder the future of our profession and its
role in 1.he 21' centuiy. You do not want
lo miss the Thursday morning general
session!
Reports on the 2010 \1ENC
National Leadership Assembly and the
Southwest Division MENC Leadership
Conference-2010
MENC
National
Leadership Assembl�
June 24-29, 2010 Washington, D.C.
CORE ,\1ENC STATEMENT: For today's
students Lo succeed tomorrow. they need
a comprehensive education that includes
music taught by exemplary Music
Fducators.
NMMEA Members m A�ndance
Luis Delgado Past President. NMML:A
Past President. 5outlmest Division. l\.ff I\J(
Dustm Seifert President. NMMl.:A
Advocacy Session Key Points
•
•
•

•
ll has been my experience that the
largest challenges arc faced in your
indi\'idual buildings.
Some are the
creation of' administrators. Some are the
creation of teachers. Become invol\'ed m
the commitlee culture of your building and
district. Attempt 10 secure positions on
1111po11ant committees (curriculum. general
education. etc) and mingle with faculty
from all discipl111es.
To paraphrase Dr. Tim and Dr.
Sheldon- "Oh...we ha,e general music
band/chorus/orchestra in this school.. is not
something you ever want to hear.
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•
•
•

Great teachers great ad, ocates
Great programs great ad, ocates
Too date VII I "Save the Music" ha�
donated roughly $45 million tc> I.700
schools
MENC. MTNA. and Hariy Fox arc
collaborating to create one website
where
rccordmg/pcrfonnance
licensing can be easily atcaincd. This
will allo,, for more ad, ocacies in
popular places like YouTube and Face
book.
YouTube Symphony Orchestra wns a
huge success and will continue.
Suggested reading. "The Data Oliven
Life·· by Gary Wolf (Link- hJJn:,'
ww,,. nyti mes. com '20 I 0/0 5102,
magazine/02self-measuremenH.html)
Helpful
curricular
link:
bctaCTcurriculum.org

•
•
•

"Partnership for 2l I Cenlul) Job
.
Skills. (\\\>\\\.p21.org)
Re\'iew p2I "Arts Map" here: �
p2 l .org. documents1P2 l arts map
final.pdf
Creating. performing. responding
a NEW Bloom's TaxonOm)
(FINJ.\LLY!)

Communication Session Key Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stay on point and REPEAT.
Disciplined Messaging repeating the
same mfom1ation 5 to 8 tunes.
··Music 1s a core academic subject."
(See later enclosure for more detail.)
··Data collection and research in the ans
are essential. Leads to accountability.''
"Music Educator needs to be HIGHL.Y
quaIificd.··
"Alternative certification should not
hm1t kno,\ ledge gained by sn1dents 111
the clru.sroom...
"Para-prolcssionals cannot rcpl:ice
cen1fic<l Music l·<lucaLOr<; in the
classroom."'
"Musical opportunities make the h1g
group smaller This leads to higher
graduation rates."
"The <;chools arc fertile ground. Music
IS the lcrtiJiLer."

Assessment Session

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Key Points

Mike Blakeslee and Michael Butera
have excellent relationships with
the Department of Education and
Secretaiy Ame Duncan.
Push for National Assessment Model
Percei\'ed as Step I.
Blueprint will be available shortly.
Must be adaptable 10 different regions,
states. and communities.
"What is a quality perfonnanceT
Must assess knowledge of musical
concepts.
?
"Ha\'e they grown'! What is growth' "
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President. . .
Visits lO Cap1LOI I lilt Report
• I-lad extremely positive mectmgs,
ronversal!ons Vv ith lop educational
... Bingaman and Udall
aides of Senator
an<l Congressmen Ileinrich and Lujan.
Left packet with aide to Congressman
Teague. • Emphas1Le<l the "Key
Asks·· or MEN( and highlighted the
collaborati,c nature of our All-State
Comention. the 11nportance of Music
L<lucat1on in the ll\:ei.orNc\\- Mexico\
children (1.c. - positive force for good
111 all communities. .encourages
them to learn a core subJeCl. . ,, hilc
pro, 1ding an ahernatiH: to bad
bcha, 10r). related points made on
our advocacy D\ D. and stressed the
importance of lifelong h:ammg b�
sharing highlights from the LNMl
Band l\lum111 Rcunmn
• Fertik Ground
Mrs. Jill Coope1
L'dall (w itc or Senator Udall l has been
muned to the President\ ( omm,ttee
on the \ns and Human111cs.
• /\1Jcs 10 Senator Bingaman :-.lated that
he would be pleased to ,, 1ite a pre,s
release ahout arts education pnor to
t>ur \.II-State '\lu,k J.esth al and In
Sen ice <-onft'rcncc locw,111g on thl·
wntrihut1on, of the All-State \lusic
rcsti\al and ln-�cnice Conference.
,\1dt.: mdil.:ated that the �enaior may
agree to \ idco lorn1al. (Angelo
(,on/ale, is the �enator ·, educational
rerrcscntat1\'C Ill \BQ.)
tic"'�cxil'O Rwort to National !\<;scmlli
(Southwehl DJ\ i�siorl.}
•
•
•

•
•

Prngrams in fairly good shape overall.
N\11MI-A in ..::-.ccllcnt fiscal condition
due lo our Exccul1\ e Director Don
Cicrhcart
Our All-State '\lusic Festival and ln
Ser\'icc Conference is ou1 greatest
ath ocacy tool as an organ 1/at1011. if
not profession
Great
cross-curricular
keynote
Jcli,ercd by Dr. Tim and Dr. Sheldon.
Profc,sor Larry L1, 111gs1on to :-.en, e
as Keynote Speaker at 20 I I All
State Music festh al and I n -Sen·ice
Conference.

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

The FIRST All-Stale Guitar Ensemble
111 the nation rehearsed pcrfom1cd
dunng our All-State Music Festirnl
and In-Sen ice Conference.
Top notch advot:acy IID-DVD has
been disseminated
A1hocac:i, committee formed with
district representatives.
Prcs1dent-r lect 1s Joseph I· lores of
La:- Cmces.
We host an expanded [· xccrni\'e
Directors
Committee Board
of
meeting in Jul) of t'\·cn-numbercd
years.
I 0011' Anni,er�ary of New Me.,ico will
be celebrated in 20 I 2 V.c mtend 10
seek ways to celebrate our centennial
during our All-State \Jusie Festival
and In-Service Conference
D1su1sscd
our
intercollegiate
groups and the placement or their
pcrfom1ancc on our schedule.
Congratulated VP\ on fabulous 1.'11111c
offcnngs
\1cnlloncd our Ne\\ ,mJ l:rnerg111g
!cacher .t\ward und 1he CenIfica1c of
Oi,;tinL11on for sl·hool di,tnct,.

( Dear foscph
}ou \\ 111 be \crv
proud. a" I ha\ c hecn. lo repn:scnl �mt
fine organization. th members. our
..1ucknts. and the people of NC\\ ivfox1co
as a rnembl'r \1f the MfNC Nauonal
Assembly. V.e accomplish so mu1..h
durmg our All-State Music Fe,th al and
In-Service Conference and e, en more
dunng the period that elapses between
our !\II-State \lusic Festhal and ln
C.,ervice Conference
Our colleagues
respect our organi/allon and The Land of
Lnchantmenl. When they a...i... \\ here to
, ·aca1ion in Ne\\ Mexico, please tell them
Roosc, eh Count) The Wann Heart of
1he Sunbelt')
Did I menuon'>
NE\v MEXICO I XPfRII NC1:D Tl I[
LARGFST PERCFN fAGE GROWTI I
OF Mb.NC MHvlBI--RS I N TH£:.
SOUTHWEST DISTRICl !!!
20 IO Southwest Di\'ision
Leadership Conference

The Nell' Mexico 1\/usidan Fall. 20 J 0

,1ENC

July 2 1 & 22. 2010
Dallas. TX
.NhlME.A Members 111 Attendance
Luis Delgado
Past President, NM�H- A
Past President. South\\ est
MLf\.C

Di, is1011.

Joseph Flores
President-Elect. l\ MMl:A
Dust111 Sellen
President. NMMEA
�e" Mexico Highlight
Mr. Lui:, Delgado \\,b heartily
thanked for his 12 year tenure ai. an elected
leader m out profcs.,ion. We all kno\\ 1hat
he \\ ill continue to lead our profossmn m
the future .u,d appre<: iate his "i llingncss to
sct\ c since his career began. Tall-.. about
an 111spinng mentor'
Mr Delgado ·s leader-.lup or I l\,IMI /\
and the Southwest Dis1rir1 of �II NC \\ a,
11npe..:eablc. Please e:-.tend a hanJ l>f
gratitude to him dunng our \II-State Music
rcstival and ln-�entcc Conference!
:'iote, from �outlmc<,1 Di\'ision \11: \{
Leaden,hip Confen•nce
Much , .,as discussed. notes to follo\\
this I \IIPOR1Al\.I annoum.ement. ..
l!L'SIC FOR ALL: Tead1i11� Ht1\ic i11
l 'rba11 am/ Rural Sc/l(Jo/s
June 13-15. 2011-Booker r. Washington
High School for the Performing and
\ isual Arts
Dallai., TX
Conference I fotel: (
'mwne Pla/.a Ilotel
Dallas Do,, nlo\\ n ($R9.OOtnight)
fD.IR r wn 1cl! (iw11 /Jal/m love
Field to Co11(i:re11n· !lute/ <'IP<'Cf<'cl)
Reasons to attend?
Pertment anJ timely subject matter
deli, ered b), \\Orld-class clinicians.
dedicated focus on challenges faced b)
all NMJ\1LA members. li\'e performances
by outstanding ensembles. networl-..mg
and social opportunit ie:, for all. state of
the ai1 magnet school settmg in one of
the nation·s largest -,chool districts. public
transportation, great food. and collegial,
family fun abound!
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President . . .

Basetl on past experience. I would
place this symposium m the ··working/
extended vacation.. category Extend your
stay before or afler as your ..epic" ,acation.
The citizens of Dalla:. are very hospitable
111 mid-June. The citizens of Chicago arc
very hospitable in mid-December. Sec a
correlation??'? 1 learty people involved!
New Mexico Opportunities
•

New Mexico is an extremely well
respected state in the Southwest
MENC (and USA, of course). We
must encourage attendance. College
students and in-sen ice Music
Educator:,.

•

All-State Guitar
John Tniill
Ensemble clinic with chamber group?

•
•

Chamber Music success stories
Arrangi ng/Orchcstrat i ng/Voici ng
based on "what you have..
Being successful in the rural/urban
setting
'·Growing Music Fducators··

•
•

•

All strands represented. All of our
VP's shoultl submit applications to
present.
• Collaborative
uni\'ersity
faculty
discussion regarding pre-college
cwTicula of potential music majors
and ways to l!nsure success.
Notes
Dr. Craig Welle ( Dallas ISO, Executive
DireclOr of Enrichment Curriculum) hosted
a SUPERB conference. All extended
gratuitous thanks!
Very pleased to meet Michael A.
Butera. MENCs recently hired Executive
Director. Mike is a super guy m all ways.
Extremely intelligent. infom1ed, engaged,
passionate. fabulous personality, tliligent,
focused. futuristic. and. most importantly.
experienced!
• Advocacy. Relationship, $$$
• National Staff is being reorgani2ed.
• Fonnal lobbying activi11es have begun.
• Where is the first $ going?
• Re-orga111zat1on ol cultural priorit1e:,.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Better service communication/rela
tionships with state business manag
ers.
Grassroots theme.
Number of certified Music Educators
in US? 146.000.
MENC budgeting is viewable by all.
Open communication
Facts before story
Respect for roles
Have fun
Engaged in much discussion regard
ing recruitment and retention of Music
Educators.
Respect fully submitted.
Dustin D. Seifert
President. NMA1EA

SOUTHWEST
MUSIC FESTIVAL

May 5th, 6th, 7th, 2011

Contact: Kathy Fishburn. Executive Director
Greater Southwest Music Festival
1000 S Polk Street it Amarillo. Texas 79101
(806) 373-5093 or (800) 444-4763 1r Fax: (806) 373-5656
www.gswmf.com
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Office Notes

Don Gerheart, Executive Director
Congratulations to our 20 I O NMMEA
A,\arcb Recipients. They arc;

your time and hard work that \\Cnt mto
submittmg this grant for NMM.l::A.

Hall of Fame - Linda Scrvold, Carlsbad

Advocacy
We all must contmue to ad,ocatc for
strong music education programs 111 our
schools. It is more important than ever
before to have as many people as possible
in contact with our local and state officials
to continue to stress the importance of
pro,iding the opportunity tor every child
in the elementary grades co have music
at least once a \\ eek and to provide the
opportunity for all secondary students to
enroll in the music class of their choice ir
the\ so 1.:hose.
MEN( has a lremcndous wealth of
information for ) ou to read and usc in )'Olll
advocacy ctlons. Plca�c go h> \\ \\ w.mcn..:.
.
Qrg and click on the ··Advocacy . link II
you go one step further you can click on
.
the �port Music "Make Your Case .
database Thcrc arc a number or sections
you can ched. and the database \\ ill gi,e
you 1he articles rcla1111g to our interest

Music Educator of the Year -Virginia
Nickels Hircock, Farmington
Administrator of the \'ear - Deborah
Fleming, Rio Rancho
Dr. John Batcheller Elementary A'\-, ard
- Linda Parker, Aztec
Ne,, & Emerging Music Educator of
the Vear - Jadira Flamm, Rio Rancho
By 1hc 1ime you read l111s column school
will be m full swing �md lhc dcadllm.. for
, ocal. :...!rings, and gullars auditil)ns \\ ill
have passed. Welcome back to all of our
returning teachers and I extend a \\arm
welcome to nc"" teachcri.. I look fornard
10 meeting you al All-State. If you ha, e
nol already done so I encourage you to
JOlll MlNC NMf\.lLA and 10 get involved
in your Distm·1 .icti\ ni1.:s. W1.: Jo ha,c a
mentoring progrnm and ,, c h,I\ c rc..,ourccs
a'i11lablc -.hould y1,u requc:-.\ hl.!lp 01 1f}ou
ju'.'>t need someone to talk 10.
In vour Di,lnct Meetings you should ha,e
rc,-ciwd a lot of 111fonna11on to keep you
111/'ormcd abou1 deadlines, 1h111gs that may
ha, c changed. and a vancly of 111alcnal to
keep you inf'om1cd. for those that did not
attend your dis1rict mectmgs the ··summer
lpda1es and Reminders·· arc posted on
our home page at W\\ w.nmmea.com.
Pkasc take time 10 read the "Updates··
as there is a lot of important 1nfonna1ion
}OU need to b1.: aware of. The re, 1sed
··NM\tll A llandbook"' and a summary of
the "Ilandbook" updates arc also posted on
our homepage Aga111 take a le\, minutes to
rea<l the summary of re, 1s1ons.
Check our websilc often from 110\\ through
All-Stale as this is the best and most
c:uncnt place to post information. Mmutcs
of our Fxccutive Committee and Board of
Dir1.:c:tor:-. and district news 1s pos1ed on our
website " ,,.,w.nmmea.com.

The Ne11 )vlexicu Mmician

Emeritus Teacher l\nard - Ron Lipka,
Albuquerque
Rollie V. Ileltman Sen ice A,,ard - Luis
Dcl�ado, \lbuc1ucrquc
School District A\\ard of Distinction f,armington \lu nicipal �chools
!,chool District (crtificate of
Recognition - Clo, i� :\lunicipal Schoob
lhe MCM [legante Hotel 1s the 2011
\ll-Statc Conference I lotel Inc MCM
£:legante is located nt 2020 Menaul Bini.
l\E (Univcrs1l> and Mcnaull and 1s abou1
10 minutes from UNM. The NMMI-A rate
is $69 plus S8 97 ta;-. $77.97 for a single,
double. or for up to four student,; per room.
The price. which 1s "ery good. includes a
del1c1ous full ho1 breakrast bufl'ct. Your
Board or Directors encourages members
and director, \\ 1th studcnls lO stay a1 the
MCM I-< legante.
I am pleased to announce that we will
receive S8.940 from the New Mc,ico
Ans and the National r-ndo,\ml.!nl lor 1h1.:
Arts due to the efforts ol Joseph Flores
\\hO wrote the grant proposal la<.t fall. We
ranked in the 1op ten out
of over 150 groups th.it applied. This grant
helps 1,cc:un: the qualit} guest conductors
and clmicians wc feel our stlldents and you
dcscf\c. Thank you Joseph for all or

Fall, 20 I 0

Your Contact Information - Is it correct
a!> listed \\ ith \lEN( '?
Please check to -;ce "hat Ml::.NC ha-.. on file
for your contact mformallon. Herc's \\ hal
vou do. Log on lo '\.11 NC's \\chs1lc http,.
�\ w,,.mencnet.org·cwcb I n the upper lcli
..
side click on "Members Log In . ·mere
aic 111:..tnicllons of thi'i page Ill rene\, your
member<,h1p or lo J Olll Mt.NC lo update
vour infonnation continue using these
instructions. Log in using your 9 digit ID
numbcr - that is your ID number pn.:c.:cdcJ
by as many ,eros necessary for a toial of
() numbers If your ID t/ 1s 11 11 then you
log on by entering 000001 1 11. Once you
log 11, the next -;crcen that "'ill appear
1s your screen. Click on ·'My Per:sonal
Jnfomiation.'' Ne.,t click on an) of the
areas 1hat you need to update and make
your changes. Click "add" ,, hen ) ou are
done with each area. Remember the roster
infornrntion that 1s posted on our ,vcbsite is
taken directly from MENC's database. We
do not enter or correct any data posted on
the on line roster. It 1s your responsibility
to update your contact infonmllion.
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Office Notes . . .

It would sa"e me hours of time ifyou could
also notify me of any changes lo your
contact information. If I cross check my
roster with MENC's I have to go through
each music educator lo see if anything has
changed.
If you have a student who is planning
to major in music at one of our state
universities please encourage them to
apply for the NMMEA Music Scholarship
worth $500 with another $500 provided
when the student begins their studen1
teaching. The criteria and application

form can be found on line under the
"Form" link on our web site. The deadJinc
for the application is December I , 20 l 0.
If you would like to make a contribution
to our scholarship you can send a check to
me or add it to your All-Stale Registrarion
Form.
I continue 10 encourage as many of you
as possible to be im olvecl in your District
activities as well as in our All-State Music
Festival. NMMEA activities rely almost
exclusively on volunteers.

As you will find out when you read each
Vice President's column plans for our 2011
All-State Music Festival and In-Service
Conference are well underway. Our vr·s
have done an excellent job planning for
our annual event.
If I can be of service to you please contact
me. Ha,e a great year.

PS04SO
$1f99

Superscope400 Series ofMusic Practice and Digital Recording Systems
The tools, perform anee, and high qualit)' necessa r)' for mus1ei"'s, vocalists,
students to irnpru,•e, and for educ1tors to m-e time.

RECORDVIAV OR MP3 Fll.fS TO SO U\RCJ ok HOO U B FOR fA5YTl!At-1SFf OF FllfS TD PC OR FLASH DAWE
BAmRY OPERATION FORTRUI PORTABIUn'
CREATE PAACTICf lOOfS
VO(Al RtOUCTION
Alf EDmNG
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LAAGE COLOR LCD FOR fASV OPERATIOH
OVERDUB PUNCH r?UOUf
TEMPO & KEY CONTROLS
T
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Editor's Desk

Keith Jordan

( 1981 school shot. yes I wore suits to
school. ahhhh grasshopper, what I could
tell you NOW!)
What a great start 10 the year! Hope you
arc en_1oymg your ne\, adventure! I added
2 ne\\ orchestra classes to my schedule
and have thoroughly enJ oyed making
music \\ ith the orchestras so for. Some
times <luring marching band season we
band directors tend to forget that there are
folks making classical mu.,,c out there, not
just pep band tunes and murchmg -.hows
LtnL Elcine Nachtmusik can somehow be
soothing after a rousmg :>essmn of Lome
Louie and Wipcout Who knc,\ ·?
I thoroughly recommend an article by

Diana Senechal 111 the Spring 20 I 0.
American Educator Magazme. Diana
1s speaking or educational reform or the
lack thereof. ..Over the past century.
many reformers have disparaged whatever
preceded their proposals. be it the public
school system as a whole. a literature cur
riculum, the teacher standing at the front
of the room. or the use of the blackboard.
The old ways have to go. they say: to keep
them 1s to cling to failure. In demandmg an overhaul. these refom1en; echo an
old American theme: a longing for a nC\\
country. a new life. a new structure. a ne\\
faith. a ne\\ solution. a new invention, a
ne"' technolog). a ne\\ self. They partake
in an American lra1dion without heeding
history or tradition: they glorify the new
because it 1s new, while disparaging the
olJ because it 1s old. Olien their ..ne\\ ••
refonns ts not nc\, at all. nor arc the '"old''
practices obsolete Nonetheless, they
brandish jargon. break apart schools, toss
out cun·icula. and proclaim the superior
ity of their plans, chainmg education to
passing fashions\\ ithout consiucring what
should endure:·
It's a unique look at what's worth keep
ing and ,�hat needs chilngmg. 'ihc docs
a bem111ful JOb of comparing the current
nC\\ movement. The Partnership for 21st
Ccntul} St..1lb tlr P2I t<' our high-pcrfonn-

ing neighbor countries with their '"higher··
expectations.
It's enlightening and frightening at the
same time. I encourage you to look it up
and read it. it's well worth your llme.
One final thought on educational reform
in America. whenever anyone begins to
discuss it with you. remind them that our
constitution baMcally guarantees ·'A free
and public education lo all."' Our high
pcrformmg neighbors test kids out of the1r
college bound High Schools and whittle
student populations by app. 50°/(1, while
we educate I00% of our student popula
tion in High School. Ha\e your debating
partner lake out the lowest 50% of our
:.-tudent scores and then recompile the
figures. It's an 111tcresting exercise in long
lost mathematical skills if nothing else. In
tno!>l cases 11 will prow C)I.! opcnmg 1fnot
eye frightening.
Let me he VER'r dear, I"m l\OT ad,·ocat
ing testing out our bottom 50° o, quite the
contrary. I'm proud \1.:e educate till or our
lstds. Jusl mat..c sure your disputation part
ner 1s ath ocat ing apples to apple:,. not tlil.!
standanl apples to orange:, we hear m the
media eve!) day. f-nJoy your school )car
and be proud or 1hc fact 1ha1 we cJucatc
ALL our students. NOT just the lop '>0" n,
vou !ugh pcrfomung mw,1c educator. you!

MUSIC
New Mexico's Music Education Specialist
Albuquerque Location

2908 Eubank Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871 1 2
505-292-0707

Rio Rancho Location

3301 Southern Blvd. Suite 403
Rio Rancho, New Mexico 87124
505-994-1 108

Visit us on the web at www baumsmusic.com
Call us toll free 1 -800-372-0707
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Band Section

Neil Swapp, Vice President
I hope cm:h of you had a great �ummer and
you are enjoying the beginning:. of a great
year. By now l 'm sure you have established
a routine and are \\ Orking toward concens
and marching competitions and possibly
becoming a little resentful of 1hal early
morning 1ero hour alarm! As we fingering
F sharp \\ ith one hand. conduct with the
other and sing the 3rJ clarinet part in lull
\'Oice while \\ orrying if the lundraising is
going 10 arrive on time. we need to take
the time 10 actually slow down and enjoy
the amazmg career choice ,ve made! It 1s
so easy to forget the power and magic of
music and of teaching music.

Music 1-esll\al and In-Service Conference.
I have tried lo keep the information "hort
an<l concise. as I ls.no,\ you arc busy

2011 All-State Auditions Details and
Reminders
• Please encourage your students to
audition! Our students arc inundated
with things to do ... encourage them to
make auditioning for a l l -state on..: of
them'
• This year em:h student audiuoning for
All-State � ill again be required 10 turn
in a co11se11tform (available at WW\\
nmmea.com). Jus1 a fe� reminders:
• Director. student and vare11t must sign
consent form.
• The director, prior to the au<lit1ons for
"11-State must gi, c all forms 10 the site
chair. Please have forms alphabetized
and in 11 labeled em·elope
• Please remind your swdents that the
fonn also states tha1 by registering the
student \\ill follo\\ through \\ ith the
audi11on
Make sure your �tudents are obsen tng
the min1mt1111 ra11ge req11ireme11t\· of
scales and ha\c Lhe scaks memori-:,ed.

•

While teaching 11111\ic ;,. the profe,\,\·i<J11 we
chose. c:lumging lil'es is our career . . . never
underestimate the ama;(ing influence our
programs have on our students. With that
said. \\e get tired' I know of no better "' ay
to become energized again than to spend
time discussing ideas and challenges \.\ ith
our colleagues (thank you Kathy, Sarah.
Paul. Beth and Jo�eph)! ( asual dialogue
over the band director drink of choice (diet
coke) as \\Cit as more fonnal settings such
as the All-Stale Music rcsti\'al an<l In
Sen ice Conference are incredibly helpful.
Try to make both a priority this year! If
you haven't requested lea\e for our In
Sen 1cc Conference yet. please do so to<lay.
I hope to sec each of you there!
This article contains important information
about auditions and the 201 l All-State

Other 2011 .\II-State lnformntion
• Please mark your calendars. the
20 11 All-State Conference \\ ill be
held Wednesda'II. January '"i" through
Satmday. January 811• .
• The '\JMJL l/011or .la�:. Concert \\ ill
kick oll our All-State conference.
Wedncs<la}. January 5'1 at 5:45 pm 111
Popejoy Hall with a performance by
the La Cueva II 1gh School Ja,, Band
under the directwn ol Keith Jordan
A short meeting for all slUdents and
directors will be held immediately
alter the concert. Be sure you and
your student,; are there to hear a
fantasuc JaZL band. and to get all the
information needed for All-State.
• The NM MCA College Di, ision
will again sponsor the New Mexico
Intercollegiate Band (NMIB) which
will be the ensemble used 111 our "Mi11i
co11d11cti11g Sympo.-;ium ". For those or
you \\ ho d1dn·1 have an opponunity 10
attend this session last year. 1t �as one
of the highlights of our conference.
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This year. the climcian \\ ill be James
F. Keene. A list of pieces from vanous
grade levels will be announced in the
winter edition of The New Mexico
Musician. Selected directors will ha,e
the opportunity to conduct the NMIB
and receive conducting feedback from
Mr. Keene. l strongly encourage all
directors to participate or at least make
plans 10 attend this clinic. l r you are
interested in participating as one of
the conductors. please contact me as
soon as possible.
2011 All-State Volunteers
Anyone who is interested in help111g with
iJ1e 2011 All-State conference, please feel
free 10 send me an e-mail (netls\.\ app(a
yahoo.com). NMMEA \\ Ould like to
in\'olve as many directors a.s possible in
thb event! Ir you are nC\.\ to our stale,
please volunteer. it is a great way to meet
other directors.
2011 Honor Bands
I am plca.,;ed to announce that the Las
Cruces ll!gh School Symphonic \\ 1mb
under the direction of Trac Blanco has been
,elected as the 20 11 N\.1 MI· A Honor Band
and \\ 111 perfonn on the I hursday 111ght
Honor Concen. Thanks w all group'.-. who
submitted an application this year! The
,111dg111g panel was \ cry cmnplementaf) of
all g1oups.
�'.\IAA Slate Concert Band Competition
I would like to thank. the Los Lunas Ihgh
School Band and I lcnry t.strada for hosting
the 20 IO NMAJ\ State Concen Band
C ompetition. Congratulations to all \.\ ho
participated. Infonnation on the 201 1 Slate
Concert Band Competition can be found at
www. mnact.org. Also special thanks to
Kristen Den- (NMJ\A) for her continued
,;uppOrt of this e\'cnt.
'.\1iddle School: I ' Eisenho,\er MS (John
Con\'ersc). 2nd - Manzano Vista MS ( Bill
Austell). 3"1 - HoO\er MS (Kent Erickson)
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Band . . .
Jr. Hi2h: I" - Sl. Michaels Jr. High (Adam
Schwalje)
Class A-AA: I" - Ciman·on IIS (Pam
Towry-Church), 2•J
Cloudcroft IIS
(Patricia Gaskill). Jrd - Mountainair HS
(Virginia Hinds)
Class AAA: I'' - Cobrc H S (Chuck
Gerheart), 200 St. Michael's H S (Adam
Portales HS (Jennifer
Schwalje). 3rd
Johnson)
Class AAAA: I•• - Deming HS (Bernie
Chavez & Toby Soderberg. 2•1<1 - Valencia
H S (Anthony Baca). 3"' Los Alamos High
School (Zane Meek)
Class AAAAA: I" La Cueva HS (Keith
Jordan), 2•d Eldorado HS (John Sanks),
Onate I-IS, Shawn Silva & Joseph Flores)
A few more thin2s. . .
I hesitate t o bring up the ''A" word
(advocacy) ... so I won't! I will bring up
.
Take
another "A , word ...ACTJON!
uctio11 each day, each week. each month
10 promote music education! This can be
something as s11nple as inspiring a student.
to something as grandiose as organizing a
city wide music concert...bul do something
each day' I think the challenge i::, U1at we
knov. the value of music in our lives and
it is so difficult for us to understand wh>
others can't see it. In our busy lives we
need to make this cducallonal idea part
of our mission statement. Our goal is to
have every principal, school board and
superintendant know. truly know, that
education is incomplete without music!
As we prepare for All-State 2011,
please feel free to communicate your
questions. concerns and comments to
me (neilswapp@yahoo.com or 575-6494507). Through this communication we
can continue lo improve our organization
and provide a rewarding event for our
teachers and students.
And finally, I want to lhank each of you
for the amazing jobs you do each day. You
continue to inspire your students and give
them the love of music. I'll see you in
January'

JO

2011 AU-State
Pro2rams

Conductors

and

Small School Band - Robert W. Smith
(Troy University)
Sol lnvictus - Matt Conaway. (CL
Barnhouse)
Pan American March - King/arr. Clark,
(CL Barnhouse)
The Symphony of Souls - R. W. Smith,
(CL Barnhouse)
In A Gentle Rain - R. W. Smith. (Alfred
Publishing)
Southwest Summer - R. W. Smith, (CL
Barnhouse)
Concert Band - Larry Lang {USAF
Academy Band)
Choreography - Robert Sheldon, (Alfred
Music Publishing)
Commando March - Samuel Barber/ed.
Collinsworth, (G. Schim1er, Inc.)
Ricochet - Sean O'Loughlin. (Carl Fischer
LLC)
Solas Ane - Samuel llazo, (Hal Leonard
Publishing Corp)
Escape from Plato':. Cave. Mvt. 3 (Escape)
- Stephen Melillo (Stonnworks Music)
Symphonic Band - Robert Jorgensen (The
University of Akron)
Celebrations - John Zdechli\.. (Kjos)
Aria di Chiesa "Pieta Signore"
Alessandro Stradella (Fraschillo). (C.
Alan)
Three Dances of Enchantment - Luigi
Zaninelli (C. Alan)
Fugue on Yankee Doodle - John Philip
Sousa (Brion/Schissel). (Barnhouse)
Flying Squadron - Karl King (Milford),
(Ludwig)
Audition Dates, Sites and Chairs
l would like to thank everyone who makes
our all-state auditions possible but most of
all our site chairs and Don Gerheart. Their
hours of hard work and dedication truly
make this event possible:
Nov 16"' - Eastern New Mexico University
(Neil Rutland)
Nov 171h & I81h - La Cueva High School
(Keith Jordan)
Nov J 9th - New Mexico State University
(John Schutz)

All-State Wind and Percussion Titles
Piccolo / Flute - "Selected Studies for
Flute", Voxinan (pub. Rubank)
• P. 17, B Minor (Adagio) Quarter = 44
- 50. SSB Excerpt: First four lines
only
• P. 50, Bb Minor (Allegro) Dotted
quarter = 72 - 88. SSB Excerpt:
First five lines plus one measure
Oboe / English Horn - "48 Famous
Studies for Oboe & Saxophone", Ferling
(pub. Southern Music Co.)
• P.I, #2; quarter = 92-104. SSB
Excerpt: Same
• P.13, #25: eighth = 80. SSB Excerpt:
measure l-14
Bassoon - "Practical Method for the
Bassoon", Weissenborn/Ambrosio (pub.
Carl Fischer)(SO Advanced Studies)
Page mu11bers are not give11 due to
11ari<>11s editio11s in use. Please follow
elude 1111111bers.
• #21 Quarter note = 69 (Andante
sostenuLo). SSB Excerpt: Do not
play this etudc
• #27 Quarter note = 116-120 (Vivace).
No repeats. SSB E:\cerpt: Play
entire elude
Eb / Bb Soprano Clarinets - "Artistic
Studies- Book I - From the French
School", Rose (ed. Hite) (pub. Southern
Music Co.) Rose 32 Etudes
• P. 57. # 1 1 : llalf note = 52. SSB
Excerpt: Beginning - mm. 1 6
• P. 33, #31; Quarter note = 88). SSB
Excerpt: Beginning - double bar
(mm. 37)
Alto / Bass / Contra-Bass Clarinet
"Artistic Studies- Book 1- From the
French School", Rose ( ed. Hite) (pub.
Southern Music Co.) Rose 32 Etudes
• P. 47, #I; Quarter = 60. SSB Excerpt:
Beginning to measure 24
• P . 50, #4; Quarter = 92-108. SSB
Excerpt: Beginning to down beat of
measure 10.
All Saxophones - "48 Famous Studies
for Oboe and Saxophone", Ferling
(pub. Southern Music Co.)
• P. 6, # 1 1 in D Minor; eighth note =
7 2 (Larghetto): Begin at m. I and play
to the end of the etude. SSB Excerpt:
Begin at m. I and play through the
end of m. 8.
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P 1 1 #22 in /\ Major: quarter nolc
116 Allegro moderato); Begin at m.
I anJ play to the end of the ctude.
SSB Excerpt: 13egin at m. I and play
thrOLgh the end of m. 8.
Trumpet / Cornet - "27 !\lelodious and
Rhythm� Exercises", by J. L. Small
(pub. Ca�l Fischer)
• P. 39-40. #26; qua11er note 72.
• P. 2n. # I 7: quarter note= 72; fin,t 6
lines only
• SSB Excerpt: P. 2-3, # I quarter note
=88 (SSB auditions with this etude
only. not portions of other etudes)
French Horn - "335 Selected Melodious
Progress ve & Technical Studies for
French Horn", Pottag/Andraud (pub.
Southern Music Co.)
• P. 35 Adagio (Kopprasch). eighth note
64.72 SSB Excerpt: Do not play
this dude
• P.19. #8 (Gilson); <lotted quancr note
- I 0�. SSB Excerpt: Beginning lo
dowrbeat of2-l'11 fulI measure ( g -c1ghth
note)
Tenor Tnmbone / Euphonium
• "Seh:cted Studies for Trombone'',
Vo\man (pub. Rubank) P 15 in D
MaJcr by Bia.the, ich; quarter note
8-t 92. SSB lxcerpt: begin in the
fourt1 measure of line se,·en and play
to enl
• "Meodious Etudes for Trombone,
Boo� I", Bordogni/Rochut (pub.
<
Carl f ischer). I' 29-3 0. #23 (f minor);
e1ghl1 note 52-60. SSB faccrpt:
play ast four lines on Page 10
Basll Tn1mbonc - "30 Etudcs'', Uber
(Knaub <d.) (pub. Southern Musi<' Co.)
• P 4. #4 m F Major: dotted quarter
72 (a1danlc con moto): SSB £'\cerpt:
Play .:nhre ctudc
• P 13 #15 ends tn Bb Major: quarter
note - 152 (allegro 11101!0). SSB
Excerpt: Play the last four Imes
Tuba - "70 Studies for BBb Tuba,

Volume I'', Blazhcvicb (Please note l'c>/.
(pub. King Music)
• (Please note the etude is from Volume
I) P. 24, #25 in D Major. eighth note
84-92. SSB facerpt: begin in the
seventh measure of line six and pla} to
end.
• (Please note the etude 1s from Volume
I) P.19, #20 111 g minor. half note 42 (quarter note = 84) SSB Excerpt:
play last four lines.
ALL PERCUSSIONISTS
AUDITIONED ON ALL OF THE
FOLLOWING MATERIAL:
Mallet Etudc - "Modern School for
Xylo. Mar. & \'ib.", Morris Goldenberg
(pub. Chappel and Co.)
• l::.tude V. quarter note
88-96 Measure I lo the end of mcasw·e 24
Snare Drum Etudc - ''Portraits in
Rh}thm", Anthony Cirone (pub Belwin
Mills)
• Elude -l. dotted quarter note - 58
• Section I : Measure I to Lhe do\\ nbcat
or measure 1 7
• Sccuon 2: Measure 22 to the downbeat
of measure 26
Timpani Etude - "The Solo Timpanist".
Vic Firth (pub Carl Fischer)
• l:tudc XL dolled ha! f not� 60-69 Measure I to the end ol measure 24
Snare Drum Rudiments
• Percussioni:,ts arc expected to knov.
all "Even 'lumbered" Percuss!\ c
Arts Society Rudiments: No. 2, 4, 6. 8.
10. 12. 14. 16, 18. 20. 22. 24. 26. 28.
,o. J2. J4. 36. 38. 40 (arnilablc onlmc
at ww,\·.ras.org)
• The adjudicator w ill ask the student
to perfom, ,;c\eral of the required
rudiments.
• The rudiments shall be perfom,ed
SIO\\-Fast-Slow (Begin al a slo\\
tempo. accelerando to a tas1e1 tempo,
and ritardando back to the ong111al
tempo)

/)
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Scales
Percw,s10nists will be responsible for
knowing all 12 Major Scales by memory.
TWO OCTAVES. The adjudicator v. ill
ask the student to perfom1 se\'eral scales on
marimba
Sight Reading
A II percussionists ,,, ill sight read a shon
excerpt on marimba and snare drum.
Multiple Percussion Elude
Bass drum. tambourine, crash cymbals,
triangle.
Music and tempo marking
information available at www.nmmea.com
Required Range and Scale Requirements
for Winds and Percussion
• The Chromatic scale and all tweh e
major scales are required from
memory. Students should be familiar
with cnham10111c spelling.
(For
example: C# majo1 Db major)
• Scales will be asked by starting Lone.
N o transpos1lion is required.
• Students must play scales in as many
octaves possible \.\ 1tl11n the re4u1 red
range indica11ons: however. students
are encouraged to exceed minimum
requirements
• Percussmnists will play all scales two
octaves.
• The main judging critena will be tone .
accuraq and speed
1 he folio,\ mg range indication� are
minimum.

II

Required Range and Scale Requirements
for Winds and Percussion
Major
&

Piccolo

-

4 I!

0

4 �A

�

lJ

-lJ

12

Bass Clarinet

4e

lJ

--

l>e
-

�

0

0

�Q

--lJ

&

--.n

e

e

&

-lJ

lJ

Bassoon �:

Hom

Bass Trombone

4
�:

Chronatic

-

,·

-

�.n

�

Flute

.n
-

Trwnpet

Tuba

0

-u

.n

Trombone/Euphonium

-

4
4.

lJ

Oboe and All Saxes

I

Major

e

--e

.Q

Bb/Eb Clarinet

Chromatic

-

&

&

e

e

&

&

-

-

.n

.Q

e

lJ

e

�

e

I --- t
�Q

lJ
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Music Faculty
Joseph Kline

Dean. College of Fine Arts
Dustin Seifert

Department Chair,
Director of Bands.
Euphonium and Tuba
Chris Beaty

Saxophone, Jazz Studies
Tracy Carr

Music History. Double Reeds
Mark Dal Porto

Music Theory, Aural Skills.
Piano, Composition
Michael Ellzey

Trumpet

Peter Erb

Horn

Travis Erwin

Guitar/Bass Instructor

Tiffany Holmes

Flute

Bruce Keeling

Trombone

Jennifer Laubenthal

Clarinet

John Olsen
Piano

Cheryl Pachak-Brooks

Studio and Class Piano
Jason Paulk

Director of
Choral Activities
Kayla Paulk

Vocal Coach, Accompanist
Neil Rutland

Associate Director of Bands
Percussion, Music Technology
Jason Vest

Voice

Liz Wade

Voice

Jeanie Wozencraft-Ornellas

Voice
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Orchestra Section

Monica Leam;ng, Vice President

The 20I0-2011 school year is well
undernay and I'm sure that all of you like
me. are finished lamenting the speed or the
20 IO summer that is clearly in our rear\ IC\\
mirror. Regardlcs::,. I hope that you are
settling mto this new year \\ ith ease and
excitement for all that is going to happen.
This year promises to be your best one yet
and great sat1sfac11on is then! to discover at
C\'ery turn
f'irst task for )ou 1s to make sure th.it
1 ha,c your correct email address. Jr you
do not rcce1w a copy ol this article by
email. please take 30 second::. to email
me at mlcaming(t1 fms.k 1 2.nm.us. l will
send an electronic copy after l n!ce1,·c the
magaLinc my�clf By not pro\iding your
current email address. kno,, that you will
miss up-lo-date infonnation that I will send
out throughout the year.
All high school direct<,rs should be 111
the process of encouraging your players to
audition for All-State. Last year. we \\'ere
the only section that grew ;uc;t a little bit
,, ith the amount of auditions being heard.
Lcl ·s sec if\\ e can make those numbers go
up aga111 this year! All audition materials
arc listed on our v. ebsite under the "All
State Audilions·· lmk. It was updated in
August. so double-check the infonnalion
once again.
September 20. 20 IO is the last <lay to
register at the $12 registration fre. If
you·re wondering if you read that right. ..
you did. The rcgistrallon fee for All-State
auditions is now S 12. This fee hasn't been
rnised in at least twelve years and with the
price of e\'erything going up. the Board

appro\'ed this ne\\ rate last summer. ll1c
late audition period 1s from September
2 L 20IO through midnight September 27.
20 I O The late regisLration fee is no\\ $25
per audition. No audition registrations will
be accepted after midnight September 27.
20 I 0. The orchestra section had lrouble
\\. llh this deadline last year and I'd like
to ask all directors to ensure that 11 you
ha,c kids \\ho arc going lo audition. YOU
make sure that they are registered correctly
before the deadline. All registrations v. ill
take place on our website. Students who
are aud1tioning forchoi, and orchestra must
stale their preference when rcg1slenng. You
can , icw the 'iltgbtly updated judging form
at v. \\ \,.nmmea.eom forms. Remember
that each student is required to submit a
completl!d 1\11-State Commitment Fann
for 20IO at audition check-in Directors.
students and parents must sign the form
in order to call it complete. We had a few
forms that were not complete al registration
111 Albuquerque and I had 10 send a lew
kids awa:y to go get thc1r fonns signed A...,
directors. make it YOUR mission to make
sure this 1s done correctly
Siring Audition Dates are Oct 20. 20 I 0
- las Cn1ccs, NMSU. J ohn Schutz: Oct.
21-22. 20 IO - Albuquerque. Volcano Vista
.
IIS. C lanssa C lark. For tht: last three
years. string audit ions ha\'C concluded in
Albuquerque. this ,.,·111 be the fourth. So.
let this be a head's up ror all orchestra
directors. the 2011 and the 2012 auditions
will conclude in Las Cruces while Jennifer
Rogers 1s the Orchestra VP. This means
the Albuquerque auditions \\ ill be held
on a Wednesday-fhursday rather than
Thursda) -Friday.
Heanng the audit10ns this year will be
Mark Tatum \ iolas and lower strings.
and Gabriel Gordan
\ iolim,. Much
apprec,auon goes out to both gentlemen
for their willingness to assist NMMEA
in this important task. fl is they who will
select those students who represent the
best of \\hat Nev,: l\ilcxico string students
can accomplish. With a smaller multiplier
spread 1'6 r the solos. their Jobs v. ill be more
dilncult than last year.
Because we ha\'C three rental pieces this
year. it v. ill be more important than in
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years past lO purchase the music folders
for both orchestras from Music Man 111
Albuquerque. I have already LUmed in
the bowmgs from both conductors for all
the pieces and students who make it into
All-State can e:--pect LO see those bowings
when they purchase their music folders
from Music Mart 111 Albuquerque. All
rental music v.ill need 10 be turned in to the
Orchestra VP as they come off stage from
their concert . That means that all students
will need lo bnng the rental parts on stage
with them e,en if the} are sharing music
with their stand partners. This is imperative:
you'll read this exact infonnation again in
Lhe Winter issue of this magazine.
Now to the most exciting part of this
article. .the announcement of our 20 1 1
Ilonor Orchestra. The Los Alamos High
School Symphonic Strings under the
direction of Michael Gyurik has been
chosen! Their Thursday night Honors
Concert performance will surd) be one we
can all be proud o[ Congratulations to Mr.
C,yurik and the Symphomc Sitings for your
selection!
2011 Orchestra All-Stale RepertlHr..: and
Concert Information
Concert Orchestra - Mr. Russell C ,uy\'er
from the Uni\'ersit} of Northern Colorado.
Saturday. J anuary 8 . 201 1 . 12:.J.5 p.m.
··overture to Pirates of Penzance··.
Arthur Sullivan. Luck's #05976
Largo from ··xcrxes" Handel. arr. Arthur
Luck. Luck's #05733
Masquerade Suite. #I, 3. 4. 5, Aram
Khatchaturian, Rental from G Schim1cr,
Inc.
Symphony Orchestra - Steven Chin from
Australia. Saturday. January 8. 2011. I:30
p.111.
Hungarian Rhapsody. rran1 L1s7t. Luck·s
#06104
Pictures al an E>.hibttion. Mussorgsky
Ra,cl. rental from Boosey and Hawkes
From Oceania. Peter Sculthorpe. rental
from Australian Music Centre
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Guitar Section

John Truitt, Acting Vice President

to submit a recorded audition. but be
sure to refer to the handbook for the rules
pertaining to doing so! Also. if there is a
worthy student in a school with no guitar
program. that student may be sponsored
by any music teacher, provided that they
are a member of MENC.
Our auditioner this year is Ben Silva of
UNM. and he will be hearing students on
the following pieces:

Greetings, Guitar Directors! The time has
flo\vn since our historic inauguraJ per
formance at All-State 20 IO. and now it is
time to get ready for All-State 2011. As I
think about this coming year. the excite
ment of last year's event still seems to be
in the air! l remember the joy of seeing
everyone assemble for tbe first rehearsals.
and above all I remember the rush of ex
citement as we tool-.. the stage and the first
notes ofll1c Star Spangled Banner \\ere
soundeJ in a way that they had nen!r been
before. 'v\ hat an unforgc1table moment!
Last year's event generated a lot of
interest. both here m New Mexico and
around the country. on guitar education
m the schools. A number of programs
have weighed 10 around the state, Crom
Carlsbad to Las Vegas, so we are hoping
to have representation from at least twenty
programs at this year·s auditions. Last
year. our group was 72 players, and this
year we hope to put that same number of
guitarists on stage. Last year we audi
tioned 1 3 2 students. and this year we
would like to see that number increase to
at least 150, more if possible.
The auditions will take place October
20-22, and will be in two locations. On
October 20 the auditions will be in Las
Cruces at NMSU. and on October 21 and
22 the site will be Cibola High School in
Albuquerque. As it was last year, if therc
are insufficient numbers to warrant taking
the judge to Las Cruces. those who wish to
audition may do so with a recorded audi
tion. Any director who is more than 150
miles from an audition site may choose

/6

1.
Etude # I in C major by Matteo
Carcassi (25 Melodious and Progressive
Studies, Op. 60. FJH publishers) quarter
note 92
Elude # IO for Estudios Sencillos
2.
by Leo Brouwer (2nd series, Max Eschig
pub.) quarter note =88
Three Octave a Melodic Minor
3.
Scale and Two Octave Db Major Scale. as
presented in Diatonic Major and Minor Scales. Andres Segovia. (Theodore
Presser)
4.
There will be one :,,ight readrng
example.
The audition music is avaih1ble :it Mu<.ic..
Mart. and there will be tutorial videos of
the eludes and the scales on YouTube.
(produced by Jeremy Mayne and Jim Ri
vera,) by the tune school starts in the fall.
Be sure to practice the sight reading! This
was certainly the most challenging aspect
of last year's audition.
Our clinician for the 201 1 New Mexico
All State Guitar Ensemble is Dr. Mauhew
Hinsley. executive director of The Austin
Classical Guitar Society, Austin Texas.
He is 1ruly one of the most dynamic and
sought after of all guitar educators in the
country today, and he has just completed
directing the first Youth Festival of the
20 IO convention of the Guitar Founda
tion of America. The Festival included a
two-level international competition. and a
two hundred member guitar orchestra' Dr.
Hinsley is a graduate of Oberlin Conserva
tory and the University of Texas at Austin,
and is a passionate believer in guitar
education. He has published extensively,
and is a respected authority on all aspects
of guitar curriculum. We simply could
not be happier that he will be with us this

year! The material he has selected for the
20 1 1 program is:
I.
Water O, er Glass by Tim Brace
2.
Palladio by Karl Jenkins
3.
Study in C Major by Matteo
Carcassi
Real de Catorce by Mark Cruz
4.
Austin Tango by Roland Oyens
5.
We will once again open the program
with the Star Spangled Banner. and 1 will
supply that arrangement. Music Man has
the perfonnance music in stock, and will
be tile only supplier for All-State Guitar
music.
Our workshop offerings at this year's
I n -service Conference will highlight
some practical needs, as "' ell as display
the talents of one of our thriving middle
school programs. Ilere are our scheduled
\\Orkshops:
I.
Wann Up Essentials for All Lev
els. presented b) John rru11t of Albuquer

que Acudem:i, This hands-on workshop

will demonstrate scales and exercises
proven to increase strength. extension. fret
board knowledge and focus in the middle
and high school guitar class.
2.
A Reading Session of New and
Significant Music for Guitar Ensemble,
hosted by Paul Nielsen of JIighland High
School. Music sampled will be for pri
mary, intennediate, and advanced groups.
Guitars will be available.
Highlighting your Middle School
3.
Guitar Group, presented by Liz Torres of
Taylor Middle School. The Taylor Mi<.ldle
School Guitar Group will perfonn at this
workshop that will present strategies for
presenting your middle-school guitar
group and soloists.
Please be sure to attend these workshops
and support the efforts of our initiative!
My heart beats faster just thinking about
the All-State Guitar Ensemble, and all
the work that so many have done to make
this dream a reality. I must tell you that
our work has made many people in our
country begin to explore ways in which
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Guitar . . .
U1cy can move toward what we have ac
complished. We must give thanks ah, ays
to those who have plll faith in our ability
lo bring this endeavor to reality. and to
maintain and refine it. To Ruth Stricgel, Aaron Plcming. Luis Delgado. Don
Gcrheart. Dustin Seifert and all the many
guitar directors who have given so much
lime and dfo11. we thank you v. 1U1 every
note ""e play.

"' f#'r "" "'

Last year. in greeting the 2010 All-State
Ensemble at their first rehearsal. I remind
ed them of the tremendous responsibility
of making a good first impression. They
did not disappoint. Now our mandate is to
confirm and validate our presence among
the other musical tlisciplines, and 10 set
the bar even h1gher. Don ·t forget that
even though our exciting first year is in
the history books, we blue a trail where
no one has gone with each new All-State

Ensemble we present!
J ohn Truitt
Acting Vice President for Guitar
NMMEA
truitt(?11aa.edu
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General M usic Section

Kim Letellier, Vice President

General Music Luncheon c.\. Business
Meeting
We will again be having our luncheon
in the SUB. Last year·s attendance was
down quite a bit so let's all plm to attend
this year and spend time networking with
those who do �ha1 you do. Mika Proctor
The Eleme11tary/J1111ior High Vocal has graciously agreed to cocrdinate the
Reading Session will complete our luncheon for us this year. Be \\atcbjng for
workshop opportlmities.
This session a mailing with all details! We will have
will be held on Friday afternoon after a short business meeting fol.owing the
our headline sessions and will again be luncheon. The agenda topics a1e:
Ilonoring !his year's John Batcheller
sponsored by Music Mart.
Lmda
rec1p1ent,
Parker
Award
(CONGRATULATIONS!!!!)
Headline Sessions
Wo,\ ! Thal must have been the quickest l am very excited to announce that Artie Introduction of Mika Proctor 1s our new
summer on record. By no� you are all in Almeida of Allamount Springs. FL will be V-P for general music
the classroom •.'lith your students and that's our headline clinician. Her session will Call for future workshops/presmters
where it counts, everyday. The beginning be on Friday, Jan. 7 in the SUB. Artie will Call for honor group submissions and a
of school brings with it an awesome present us with a full day of non-stop action discussion about how to gcncnre interest
opportunity for each ofus m this profession. as we explore ·'Fun with fundamentals". Submiss10ns for Headliners
We make a difference in the lives or The day will be di, idcd into 1hree sessions Ad\.OCacy and MIOSM
children e\ery day! We need to nurture including Mallet Madness, Can You I lear If you have other issues or qu:saons thal
oursdvcs as well and take advantage of the Me Now?. and Recorder Express. Artie you \>,,ould like to discuss at t1c business
opportunities we have to learn. That's \\ hy has authored over 20 pubhcat1ons full ol meeting, please feel free to c.rop me ru1
I hope you are all making plans to ancnd ideas to use in your classroom the \ery email. I'd love to hear from yo1.
ourNMMEAAII-State Conference. Jan 5
next day. You won ·t want to miss this
8. 201 1 . I understand that budget concerns dynamic woman in action. If you'\c I hope you all have a great fall semester.
affect us all but this is the best \ialue for seen her before. I guarantee you will still Go make a difference today!
your professional development dollar. You come away with new ideas. l am working
won't want to miss it! Plan now!
hard to ha,e a conferencc vendor set up
at the sessions on Friday 10 give you an
ln-Senice Workshop 2011
opportunity to purchases Artie's fantastic
The Thursday workshops promise to be materials as well.
full of great information and entertainment.
We 'Aili again begin our day as a large GeneralMusic Honor Concert
group of music educators getting excited It is my pleasure to announce that the honor
and inspired about our profession with group for 2011 is the Clo,is Municipal
a keynote address by Larry Livingston. Schools' "Ambassador Choir''. As you
This address will valuable for every level work with your students throughout this
of teacher, new to seasoned. elementary to year. please consider making a recording
college. You won't want to miss it! We to submit. Remember, it doesn't have to
will follow this with more great sessions be a choral group. Any performing group,
for the elementary level. This year we drumming. Orff ensemble. recorders or a
will be focusing on New Mexico and its combination would be great!
musical culture rich with history. We will
hear from our colleagues in the areas of Brief background on the Ambassador
dance. drumming. and traditional music. Choir:
Every one of Lhese sessions will provide This ensemble is made up of 5,h and
you with material to use in the coming year 61h graders from all of the twelve K-6
as New Mexico celebrates i1s statehood elementary schools in the Clovis district.
centennial. The e\er-popular Multicultural They are under the direction of Brian
Dance/Game Sharing session. coordinated Uerling. The choir rehearses once a week
by Rebecca Ortega of APS. will return. after school for an hour.
In addition. we will have 1he opportunity
to see a student group perfom1 for us as
well. Congratula1ions to 1he Swing Dance
Club of Barranca Mesa Elementary in Los
Alamos on the invitation 10 perform at our
In-service workshop in 2011.
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Choral Section

Paula Nichols, Vice President
Welcome lo a wonderful ne\, school
year. As I write this article. my son and
daughter-in-law are in a hospital in New
Orleans awaiting the birth of their first
child and my first grandchild. 1 will be
honest with you when I tell you that the
new school year is really not the most
important thing on my mind right now,
but I don't think a new baby will keep the
school year from beginning and I don't
think ow· esteemed New Mexico Musician
Editor will accept a new grandbaby as an
excuse for not writing my article on time.
So, let me return to my opening sentence welcome to a wonderful new school year!
Al the NMMEA Board meeting in July,
our state president. Dustin Seifert, shared
with us some of the insights he gained
at lhe 2010 MENC National Leadership
Assembly he attended in Washington,
D.C. One of the things he shared was
the new MENC core statement. "For
today's students to succeed tomorrow,
they need a comprehensive education
that includes music taught by exemplary
music educators." As schools face more
and more pressure to continually raise
test scores. the idea of comprehensive
education could easily become less and
b,s realistic. I belteve music educators
need to constantly remind our colleagues.
administrators. and parents that limiting
the scope of education will simply limit
the success of our students in the future.
Dustin also shared the fact that New
Mexico music programs have fared pretty
well compared lo many Olher states. in
the light of budget cuts, but we need to
continue to demonstrate. by our exemplary
teaching and our students' exemplary
music knowledge and perfonnance. that
music is indeed an essential component of
a comprehensive education.
Speaking of exemplary music
performance, it is my honor to congratulate
Virginia Nickels-Hircock and the members
of the PVC Pipes Mixed Choir of Piedra
Vista High School on their selection as the
20 l l All-State Honor Choir. There were
a large number of excellent choirs that
submitted recordings for Honor Choir this
year and l want to thank and congratulate
all of the directors for the amazing quality
of choirs from which the commiuce had to
choose. You really made it difficult for the
committee, but what a wonderful problem
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to have. Choral education in Ne\\ Mexico
is alive and well. thanks to all of you!
I am sure that by the time you receive
this magazine, most of you will already
be well on the way to preparing your
students for the All-State Choir auditions.
I always like to remind my students that
just going through the audition process is
a valuable learning experience, whether
they are chosen for the choir or not. It is a
part of a comprehensive education! Please
encourage as many students as you can to
take part in the All-State Choir auditions.
All of the infonnation that I am going to
include in this article concemmg All-State
Choir auditions is on our NMMEA website
found at NMMEA.com and I encourage
you to check that site frequently as you
prepare for auditions. Remember, you
must register your students on-line, so
go ahead and visit the site now. You will
find that the audition registration cost has
been increased slightly from $IO to $12
per student. The cost of late registration 1s
now $25 per student, so please do not miss
the registration deadline of September
18. 20 I0. No audition registrations will
be accepted after midmght September
25, 2010. Also on the NMl\1EA website
you will find lhe link lo order the All
State Audition CD. The students will
be auditioning with this CD. so it really
important to order a CD for each or your
students. Please remember that duplicating
this CD is not legal, and we need to support
the wonderful musicians who create the
recording for us!
Audition Dates:
Oct. 18. 20 IO - Pon.ales, ENMU
Oct. 19. 20 IO - Albuquerque, UNM
Oct. 20. 2010 Albuquerque, UNM
Oct. 21, 20IO - Albuquerque, UNM
Oct. 22. 20 IO Las Cruces, NMSU

for the All-State Choirs is as follows:
Treble Choir:
Gloria from Missa Kenya. Paul Basic,.
SSAA. Colla Voce. 36-20209
Ubi Caritas, Ola Gcilo. SSAA, Walton.
HL09501677
Pueri
Laudate
Dominum,
Felix
Mendelssohn, SSA. G. Schirmer
Kresnice Slovenian Folk Songs. SA.
earthsongs, S-186
She Weeps Over Rahoon. Eric Whitacre.
SSA Walton. HL85000167
Roulez Jeunes Gens, Roulez. arr. Gegorio,
SSAA. Treble Clef Music, TC-219
Alley Cat Love Song, Paul Carey, $SAA.
Santa Barbara Music, SBMP 737
Mixed Choir:
** Laudamus Te from Gloria. Poulenc,
SATB, Hal Leonard
Sure on this Shining Night, Lauridsen,
SATB. Peer/Southern
Five Hebrew Love Songs - # l ,#2,#5.
Whitacre, Walton
City Called Hea,cn. arr. Poelrutz, Colla
Voce
Sensernaya. Robinovitch. earthsongs.
S-1 36b
,... All-State Audition piece
In January we will be welcoming Arnell
David Arellanes as our new Choral Division
Vice-President. I am so pleased that Amell
David was willing to take on this challenge
because I know he will do an excellent job!
J hope many of you will attend the Awards
Banquet on Friday to help welcome h11n
and to recognize the music educators who
will be recognized at that time. I will be
there with my grandbaby pictures - only a
few, I promise!

The 2011 Al1-Statc Festival and In
Service Conference will be held at UNM.
January 5-8, 2011 . The Choral concert on
Saturday. January 8 will be at 3:00 PM in
Pope Joy Hall. The Conforence Hotel will
be the MCM Elegante Hotel, 2020 Menaul
Blvd. NE. The rate will be $69 per room
plus $8.97 tax per night for one to four
people in a room. The price includes a full
hot breakfast buffet. The hotel's phone
number is 505-8X4-25 I J . The repertoire
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Collegiate Section

Dr. Regina Carlow, Vice President
classroom ba1>ed on critical pedagogy is
envisioned as a site whcre ncv. knowledge,
grounded in the experiences of studenl!,
and teachers alike. is produced through
meaningful dialogue. Proponents of critic.ii
pedagogy advocate a shift in the power
structure in classrooms by acknov. ledging
that students come to the class " 1th
information gleaned from their own life
experiences. The goal of critical pedagogy
is to use that knowledge as a bridge to new
learning through:
problem solving and learning via
dialogue and conversation
empowenng students to develop a
deep understanding of the big picture
creating an atmosphere of universal
acknowledgement of transfonnation
a release of traditional power/
hierarchies of control in the classroom
How do these concepts manifest in student
teaching in music classrooms?

"ith a full day of teaching. rehearsing and
supen ising a11d are immediately faced with
a broader viev. of the demands of the job.
Yet. we do a disservice to our students if \\C
allo\\ this broadening to occur only in the
music classroom. We must do evcrythmg
we can 10 make our students aware of tJ1e
greater population at its relationship to
music education. School board meetings.
community events and music conferences
are all an important part of empowering
the next generation of music teaching
professionals. While we arc making strides
in this area with more time out in schools
for music education majors, 11 1.s still not
enough. We need more classrooms that
arc willing to open their doors to mu:.1c
education students in the early parts of thetr
Examining Student Teaching Through A
schooling - and we need to make room
Critical Lens
in the university schedules for these t\\.O
Educational philosopher Maxine Greene
sometimes disparate worlds to merge.
suggests that the ultimate purpose of
As music teachers we get to witness the
education is lo help students and their
miracles of transfonnation every day. A
teachers create meaning 111 their lives. She The ideas or dialogue and conversation student will struggle with a passage ora solo
goe:; on to suggest that teachers should can be tlifficull to transfer to the paradigm and through hard work and perse, erancc
challenge the ··taken for granted, the gi\en of student tcadung but are essential will get to the other side of the problem
and the bound and the restricted." In our betv
..cen all partie::.- supervisor, student Transfonnallon 1s something that occurs
lives as teachers or music, that is so much and cooperating teacher The importance in the life of every student teacher as well.
easier said than done. Our worlds arc filled of fostering good commu111cation in 1he Yet, we seldom allO\.\ student teachers the
with mandates. restriction:- and deadlines student teaching experiences is nolhmg luxury of lookmg back and articulating the
that sometimes force us lo look for the new- certainly. it is expected. 1 lowevcr, difference between what Lhcy thought the),
shoncuts. take the easier traveled path and reflective questioning and probing LO get k.ncw before- and what they kno\, now.
not make any waves. Frankly. I find myself the root of particular issues and problems Reflection of perception is an important
often choosing the easier path.
go one step further. Critical reflection aspect of critical thinking and is essential
Like my colleagues I argue. ·•if 11 ain't through guided prompts is the process or to the successful development of young
broke. . ." and I choose the safe o,er analyzing. reconsidering and questioning teachers. While most student teacher::. arc
the controversial. I know I am not teaching experiences within a broad required lo write a reflective essay on thetr
alone. Granted what most of us have context of issues. Creating opportunities growth for university supervisors. fc\\ are
done before. earning superior ratings for not only journaling but. responding shared with cooperating teachers and the
at festival. representing the school on a to student entries is an important part of K-12 studcnL'i they work with. This is a
band or choir trip. preparing a thematic reflective practice. Additionally. teachers change tbat l feel strongly about making
assembly involving all the children in the and students can agree to keep a reflective and l hope l will be able to convince rny
school. giving a presentation at a national journal. that they share with each other students and colleagues who work with
conference - are all worthy of note and from time to time through out the semester. them to consider.
certainly keep us in the forefront of our I admit, I tire of responding to student The concepts of power and hierarchy arc
profession. But relying on past successes dialog journals - but I challenge myself central to critical pedagogy. There are
and building our personal musical empires and my colleagues to step into deeper issues of power and control inside the music
do not create new meaning; oftentimes. they guided conversations with students about classroom. inside the school building, and
create patterns and structures of hierarchies teaching.
inside the community. Those in power
that limit growth in our profession.
The broaden111g of student reality comes make decisions. The "maestro model" 111
Critical pedagogy is particularly concerned swiftly in student teaching. Once out in which we operate most of our rehearsals is a
with reconfiguring the traditional studenl/ the field. the small \.vorld of tJ1e university salient example. (Yet, as one o my graduate
teacher relationship, where Lhe teacher methods classroom and rehearsal hall opens students recently countered ..Hov.. many
is the active agent. the one who knows. to the larger realities of the many variables conductors can you put in front of a band at
and the students are the passive recipient� found in an elementary or seeonda1y music the same time'?) In a classroom based on
of the teacher·s knowledge. Instead. the classroom. Student teachers arc confronted cn11cal pedagogy student input is essential
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Collegiate and University News ...

m the selection of and interpretation of
repertoire. in the teachmg and coaching and
yes. the conducting of ensembles In my
travels through the state I ha\'e begun to see
more and more of my colleagues take the
risk or sharing the power in the en-;emble
classroom. T too am learning to step of the
podium and listen to my ensembles from
the side. Sometimes \\ hm I hear f rightens
me. but \\ 1th this step. l take an active
stance 111 my lcammg as well as rhat of my
students.
In the trrnngular rdat1onship or student
teacher. cooperating teacher and un1Yersity
supcn 1sor, generally. the power decisions
come do,, n from 'the top" and rarely
invol\'e the student teacher. The university
supen 1sor makes the placement. sets the
time, makes the mies; the cooperaung
teacher takes the student in. decides upon
the take o,·er plan and the ·'deal 1s done.··
The student teacher is left to respond and
react to a sc�nario largely out or bts or

New Mexico State
University

Nancy Joy

The New Mexico State Un1\·er:-.it)
Dcparlmenl of Music welcomes you back
IC! a wonderful year of music education and
music making" We would like to share all
the exciting proJects, concerts and master
classes scheduled for our Fall semester!
The 'le,.,, Mexico State Uni\<ersity Center
for the Art·s groundbreaking was held
1 hursda), July 15. 20 l O The ne,.,, arts
center is 1he first brnldmg to receive the
de-,ignation of a centennial building for the
state of New Mexico. When completed,
NMSU's Center for the Arts,, 111 gather the
university's a11s programs in one central
location. encouraging more collaborative
acti\, ity and providing the community
easier accessibility to the many creative
endeavors on campus. For u p -dates go 10
http:/ artsc.:en ter. nmsu .edu 1 i odex. p hp
"Jam Session in Las Cmces:· a two
month long scnes of events that focus
on the art and culture of ja1..z. will take
place at various city locations between
December 1 O. 2010 and February 3, 20 1 1 .
The project. spearheaded by Dr. James
Shearer, will feature multi-media exhibits.
concerts, films, public gallery talks, and
educational outreach to students of all ages.
The centerpiece of the project is an exhibit
on loan from the Meridian International

her control. The sacred CO\\ of �tudent
..
teaching 1s often a "do as a say model
as we remember our own placements
(mine so many years ago). Sometunes
\\ hen a student is having trouble making
the transition from <;tudcnt to teacher it
is easier to let them <lrov. n and \\ash out
than to sit with them and study the issues
deeply. I am learning to let each student
find his 01 her uwn mu�1.:- ,md work from
there. \1axine Greene wntes. .. there is no
one way 10 make an." I agree there 1s no
one way to make a teacher; we need to look
deep!) at students· strengths. their personal
joumeys and work from that point. We as
mentors must help them see and understand
the highly unique and personal reasons they
chose to study music education and then let
them find their own way
Greene. M . (2000)
Releasing the
imagination: l:ssays on educa11on. the art:-..
and social change. Jossey-Bass
Center 111 Washington. D.C. titha:d •·Jam
Session: America's Jazz Ambassadors
l:.mbracc the World.'" In Las Cruces. the
exhibit will be housed at the Bramgan
Cultural Center and wrll be open for public
, IC\\ ing Tuesday through Saturday 9:00
am-4 10 pm each day. Tll schedult' a guided
tour or for more 1nformat1on about any of
these events, ph.:a�e contact the Brarngan
Cultural Center al 575-54 1 2 1 5 5 or ,1s1t the ··Jam Session in La�
Cruces" website at. www.lcta.tz.Q!g.
NMSU Choirs will celebrate HS 2s•h
Silver Anniversary this season under the
<.hrcction of Dr Jerry Ann Alt . 1he Cho1al
As::-0ciat1on of Southern Ne\.\ Mc:xico 1s
joining that celebration with the advent of a
new website. www.choralassociationsnn1.,_
mg This year's ··Jack Ward Festival" will
be an entertaining explosion of talented
, 01ces. Thanks to a generous grant from
NM Ans. we ha\e commissioned a piece
from well-known choral composer. David
Childs. l:.ngage the crescendo pedal for the
"Festival of Thanks" concerts because we
bring the talent of Dr. Janet Loman. NMSU
music professor and organist of note to
Lhe concens at Atkinson Hall. She v..ill
accompany University Singers in the Missa
Choralis by FranL Liszt - a work touted
as "a little monument: short but mtense...
direct but supple."
The Pride of New Mexico Marching Band
is marching over 270 members strong. The
band will perfom1 three exciting shov.s this
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\'P REPORT
At the July 2010 meeting the NMMEA
Board llf directors agreed to support the
lntercollcgiale C hoir as a regular recurring
ensemble at the NMM[A All-State In
sen1cc Conference and festival. Funding
was also granted by the NMACDA to
support this project. This choir will take
the form of a chamber ensemble 24-32
�ingen, from colleges and universities from
Nev
.. Mexico. Or. Andre\\ Mcgill. from
Westminster Chou- College will conduct
the Inaugural Festival Choir. Megill is
a graduate of The University or New
Mexico and 1s an 111tema11onally renowned
conductor. scholar and composer. In
addition to conducting the ensemble, Dr.
Megill v.ill preside over a conducting
maste1 class on Friday morning January
7 11• Dr. Mai1ha Ro\,·c. ,01ce facult} from
NMSU will accompany the choir.
season includmg a '"Salute to Our Troops"
shO\\ on
September 1 1 th. The next show \\ ill
feature the Chuck Mangione classic "The
.
( h1ldren of Sanchez" and a John Fannin
arrangement of the "House of the Rising
�un··. The final show of the season will
feature mu�,c or the S\\ ing era mcluJmg
··s"mg. S\\ mg.. S,v1111( and ··B1g Noise
from \Vinctka..
Dr. William Clark's \\ Ords about frank
Harhnan. muci.111, educator. engrneer,
father and friend that passed :m ay suddenly
this ,;ummer:
One would st1m11Sc that when I hcgm to
talk about Frank I lartman the first subject
would be mus1c....that is a reality... the
leader of. not just in my assessment. but 111
more astute musician\ assessments than
I can name, one of the best percussion
sections assembled anywhere.....that 1s an
honest truth. But, thinking about Frank is
deceptive. My hfe in all areas has been
enriched by Frank and Nancy in a unique
setting....they were charter members or
MVCB. When I 1hink or Frank. the word
"goodness" comes to mind right after
music .....a goodness that transcends human
tendencies to make excuses, tendencies to
"let somebody else do that", tendencies to
"'maybe" best think that way....sccms to
be the TN thing to do even though it"s not
right. fair. good. or helpful.....tendencies
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to do what you want to do even though
it hurts someone else.....r could go on. r
think of Frank as the best example of a man
doing his BI:.ST. .... that is a superlati, e....
his BEST as a father. husband. so11....all
extensions of his family. But then I think of
Frank as a MAN.......and all that goes with
it. What is so special about frank? We all
know fine musician!-. ...... we all know good
husbands. father:,. sons. etc .....I dare say
,vhat ,,.e rarely encounter is a man who
has 1he toughness to go against the grain
if he mus1. ....then to become em·eloped
with the depth of "Elsa ·s Procession"
even while he isn't even playing.... with
the artistry and challenges of a new piece
of music....would give his life for another
human being he saw in pain ....could see
the humor of being a part of the concert at
T or C a fe"" years ago .....would pcrfonn
at the highest level for a full house or for
the 6 people we had in the audience one
time at Alamogordo....and as my Dad was
wont to say, "he would climb a tree 10 say
something good when he could have stayed
on the ground and said something bad".... .
Personally. I will mis� frank's playing...
that is JUsl the plain trulh.... but my life ha�
been permanent!, enhanced by kno� 111g
Frank for 25 years All of us 111 MVCB
MUST admit that. You coul<ln'1 be in 1hc
group and not be positively affected hy
hank and Nancy and that is the beginning
of eLcmity.........God speed. Frank.....we

Eastern New Mexico
University
Dustin Seifert
Thank YOU from the Eastern New
Mexico Universit) Dcpanment of Music.
We sincerely appreciate your suppo11 of
our program and all programs that are
supported on our "beautifully manicured
oasis" of a campus.
The Department of Music is extremely
healthy growing. and very excited to be
moving back into the Music Building at
the end of this semester. (HAS MOVED
BACK!!!)
You will recognize the exterior of the
building. Our history has bei;:n maintamed.
You will not belic\'e the re-tasking of space
that you will witness when you \. ISII. We
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want you to \'isit!
My besl ad,ice for a tour'! Let us know
when you will be in Portales. or just show
up. We ,,ill take care of you!
We all thank Dr. Steven G. Gamble for
his \isionary leadership and the citizens
of New Mexico for agreeing Lhat the Fine
Arts arc an historical component of life an<l
central to lifelong learning. Ho,, can an)
human being believe that they are educated
,._,ithoul a robust appreciation of the Fine
Arts? Thank YOU again!
We are very proud of the fact that our
people have not allowed the disconnected
nature of our last two years or professional
existence to serve as an opportunity to
disconnect from each other or our students.
The day that we move back into the 1usic
Building will indeed be one of the happiest
days of our lives.
You must witness our --new" facility
firsthand.
The proud history of our
111stitution has been maintained. Our
faculty and current �tudent� arc very
excited to ,vclcome you into our ..nc\,\ ". but
tradiuonal home.

featuring 5.000 square feet of open
rehearsal space. acoust1cal clouds.
motorized acoustical curtains. and fully
integrated technology including a superior
sound reproduction system. An office suite
and band music library are located across
the hallway from the Floren Thompson Jr
Band I Jail.
Attention ENMU Choral Alumni
The ENMU Choirs have been invited
to pcrfonn in Carnegie Hall next year.
MidAmcrica Productions has asked Dr.
Jason Paulk to conduct a festival choir
perfom1ance or Franz Joseph Haydn·s
Missa in Tempore Belli during the weekend
of March 26-27, 201 1 . which will feature
ENMU Choirs and singers from around
the country includrng the Holland Chorale
from Michigan. ENMU-Ruidoso Choirs,
Ruidoso High School, and Bosque School
m Albuquerque.

"ll'WS & Note\

We wou Id love to have any and alI
interested ENMU Choir Alumni travel \\ ith
us and jom us for the pcrfonnance. The
approxnnate costs are S 1 .300.00, excluding
airfare. Please contact Dr. Paulk (jason.
paulk(a cnmu.cdu) 1f you arc mlcrcsted and
\,\OUld like more 1nfonnation about hm\
you can perform with the ensemble.

E'IMl Alumni Band Reunion &
Dedication of The Floren Thompson Jr.
Band Hall

The U niversity of New
Mexico

We were very pleased to welcome 85
performing Alwnni and close to 50
additional guests to the Music Building
in late June for our biennial Alumni Band
Reunion and Concert. The event featured
rehearsals, shared meals, a formal banquet.
concert. and closing reception. Alumni had
much time to reminisce with one another in
the new home of the Eastern Bands.
The memorial plaque, recognizing the
contributions of Oirectorof Bands Emeritus
Floren Thompson Jr.. was affixed to the
east wall or 1he ne"" Floren TI1ompson Jr.
Band Hall.
Professor Thompson was not only an
outstanding Music EducaLor. He wm, an
outstanding human being and profef:.sionat
servant. Whal a fabulous legacy!
The band hall is truly state of the art...

Colleen Sheinberg
This summer, members of the UNM
Concert Choir and Symphony Orchestra
participated in the Bergamo Festival in
Italy. Among the performances were two
concertsof Moza1t'sRe411ie111. with siu<lcnts
Jennifer Perez and Ivan Miller as soloisLs.
The UNM Concert Choir gave a concert
with Prof. Bradley Ellingboe conducting,
and Dr. Jorge Percz-G6mcl. Director of
the UNM Symphony Orchestra, conducted
a performance of Antonio Vivaldi's Four
Seasons and Astor Piauolla's Four
f
Seasons c, Buenos Aires and gave lectmcs
on Mexican art and on Silvestre Revueltas·
Troko for a conference on robotics. UNM
graduate pianist!> Ivan Koska and Juliana
Jorge perfonned in Camille Saint-Saens·
Carnival of rite Animals. There was also
a recital at the Sala Piatti at the Donizetti
Conservatory or Music of Bergamo with
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University News...

UNM singers accompanied by piano, and
students also performed in a recital of
chamber ensembles a1 the Sala Filarmonica
of Rovereto. l1aly. together with Italian
music students of tJ1c Civic School of
Music Riccardo Zandonai of Rovereto.
The UNM Concert Choir. under the
direction of Bradley Ellingboe. performed
a "bon ,oyage" concert on February
2 1 in preparation for their subsequent
perfonnance at Lhe convention of the
American Choral Directors Association in
Denver on February 25. The centerpiece
of the program was a set entitled
"Remembrance of Things Past." featuring
Herbert Howells' stunning masterpiece
"Take Him. Earth. For Cherishing." \Hilten
after the assassination of President John
F. Kennedy. The program also featured
tbe premiere of a new piece by Prof.
Ellmgboe called "Heart. We Will Forget
llun.'' This selling of Emily Dickinson's
well-known poem was written specifically
for the group ·s tour and was tailored to Lhe
strength!. of the Concert Choir and guest
cellist. Professor Emerita of Cello Joanna
de Keyser. The 20I0-201 1 season will
mark Lhe centennial or choral singing a1
UNM. and 1he choir's appearance al the

ACDA Convention was the first of a series
of celebrations observing this milestone.
Prof. Pamela Pyle. Director of UNM's
Collaborative Piano program. was featured
in the March 20IO issue of The Strad. the
leading magazine of the classical string
world Entitled "Playing wi1h a Pianist,"
the article explores the ways in which
string players and pianists collaborate.
Prof Pyle earned her Master of Music at
The Juilliard School and was a student
of pianist Samuel Sanders. who was one
of the first to insist that the accompanist
be recognized as a soloist's equal partner
rather than as a secondary performer. Prof.
Pyle has performed with members of the
Juilliard, American, Ying and Mendelssohn
String Quartets. and with lt7:hak Perlman,
who is also featured in the Strad arucle.
The latest UNM Wind Symphony
recording, Fascinat111g Ribbons, has been
released and is available from Summit
Records. This recording includes the
music of Joan Tower. Roberto Sierra,
Warren Benson, Carlos Surinach, Robert
Linn, Jonathan Ne\\ man and Stephen Gryc,
and features Sam Pilafian as tuba soloist.
Classic Su/us fur Wi11d� 1s also availahlc

from Summit Records. This recording by
the UNM Wind Symphony feamrcs UNM
faculty members Valerie Potter. flute,
Kevin Vigneau. oboe and Keith Lemmons,
clarinet. and includes works of Fran901s
Borne, Cecile Chaminade. Frigyes Hidas,
Henri Rabaud. Andre Mcssager and Carl
Maria von Weber.
The Second Vocal Artistry Art Song
Competition was held at UNM March
12-13. 20 I0. Over seventy students
participated from all around New Mexico,
including twenty-five students in the
high school division. Mary Jane Johnson.
Metropolitan Opera soprano and a longtime
favorite in Santa Fe. was judge for 1he
competition. She also gave a masterclass
for the university level students and UNM ·s
Prof. Bradley Ellingboe gave a masterclass
for the high school students. More than
$4000 in prizes were a\\.arded. The Vocal
Artistry Art Song Competition supports
students of singing within the state of
New Mexico and 1s d1Tected by UNM
V()Cal instructor Jacqueline Zander Wall.
Complete details and video can be ,iewcd
at the competition·s website.
v.ww.
\ocalartistryansong.com.

Retirees/Mentoring News

Ron Li ka, Chair

Ramping Down the Marching Band
Competition Pressure
In my work as a mentor for the
Albuquerque Public Schools Fine Arts
Department and as director of the NMMEA
Mentoring program it has become apparent
that the ever increasing pressure of the
marching band competition may have a
negative effect on the retention of high
school band directors. When I entered our
profession the goal was to become director
of a fine high school band. Fortunately. my

t1mmg was ngh1 and I was able 10 achtc\'C
that goal. However. no'A. because of the
rnc.reasing pressure or marching band
competition, talented young band directors
may choose not to a-;pire 10 a high school
position nn<l experienced. successful
directors can hardly wait to get out.
The role of the marching band as
the leader in community and school
spirit, providing inspirational, patriotic
and entertaining music and pageantry
for all has, in many cases, been replaced
by the sole goal of achieving awards in
competitive events recogni?Cd and seen
by relatively few of the public. The
competitive bands have set a remarkable
standard of perfom1ance skill. Achieving
that performance level has, for many
bands. required students to participale
in rehearsal far beyond the curricular
requirement. Is there a way to serve the
school and community while still achieving
competitive success and to not bum out
students and teachers? I have asked four
of our colleagues who have developed
or considered alternate programs for
the marching band while still offering
successful marching band experience to
both the community and students to share
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their thoughts. A common thread is to
have the school marching band as a
trul) voluntar� activity removing the
requirement for wind and percussion
player,; of being a member of the
marching band in order to participate
in any other instrumental music class.
The marching and pep band becomes an
entirely separate entity.
TI1ank you to these contributors:
Anthony Baca, Valencia High School,
Los Lunas
Tyler North, Sandia High School,
Albuquerque
Kurt Schmidt, Rfo Rancho High School,
Rio Rancho
Steven C. Sno},den Jr., Eldorado High
School, Albuquerque
Here are excerpts from these directors
concerning U1is issue:
"When I think about marching band in
the context of the overall band program, I
suppose my overriding principle is that of
balance. I consider my main focus of my
program to be concert band and chamber
ensembles, where the most important
music instruction occurs. All else is be
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proportionately subservient to my efforts
in these areas. When concert band and
chamber ensembles arc the main focus of
a band program and all other ensembles
revolve around them, the program is
balanced."
·'Indeed, while most of us claim that
marching band is a peripheral activity
with concert and jazz music making at
the forefront
we seldom structure our
programs and philosophies in that fashion.
One only has to examine the annual budget
of a typical New Mexican band program
to notice that the vast majority of the
resources are de, otcd to marching season:·
"It's NOT a numbers game. In today's
world. a marching band can flourish
without hundreds of members on the field
- spectacular as that is. As such. consider
the advantages of having a volunteer
marching band. In the case of a volunteer
program, students are there largely by
choice. Rehearsals flow more smoothly.
and attitudes tend to be strengthened by
the communal knowledge that we all want
to be in the group. While th..: prospect
or losing members from the marching
hand may seem daunting. how much
does an unmot1\ated student contribute
to a production! On the other hand. yoUt
concert and jaa programs then gain access
lo the mull\ �ludcms who for \.\ hatever
reason
were scared away from high
school band because of marching band. I f
our goal is to pro\ 1dc music education for
as many students as possible, then we need
to make it as easy as possible for sLUdents
to have a musical outlet in our programs.
Plus, some of those very students who did
not enroll 111 marching band one year will
elect to do ,o the next year once they see
how enjoyable it can be."
.., kno\.\- that there arc MANY more
students walking through the halls of every
"J.C.''

Cornelius
James
Gom1ley Jr. of Hobbs, New
Mexico. a true friend of
music and music educators
in Southeastern Ne\.\- Mexico
passed away in March of 20 I 0.
J.C. graduated from I lobb::.
IJigh School in 19-14. He served
three years as a radio gunner
on a Helldivcr in the Naval
Air Corps. After sen ice. he
16

high school in Albuquerque \\ho would be school year. not only after marching season
involved in our band programs ifit were not is finished. What message do we send to
for the marching band requirement. Don't our students. parents and administration
get me wrong. I know that there are students when marching band consumes all band
who are required to do marching band the instruction time for almost an entire
first year and end up LOVING it for the rest semester? When concert bands meet c,cry
of their time in high school but I thin!-. that day and marching band meets at another
there are far more students who would be time, we make a real statement as to what
in our programs if marching band "as an is important.
2. Have marching band meet outside
optional component."
"In today's day and age students the school day. Depending on your
arc being asked to do more and more of situation, you may need to be creative
everything. (work. school, etc ... ) In order here. Most people in my area meet .cero
to keep as many students in our program hour for marching band. My band meets
that we can we must not make band the after school. Many of our colleagues
ONLY thing that they can do. We have had around the nation meet in the evening. How
many students over the years ... who are about a combination of all three times?
band
Make
marching
in athletics. including varsity football. drill
3.
team, drama. speech and debate. DECA, voluntary. Will your marching band get
National Honor Society, and the list goes <imaller? Yes. I lowcver, only the kids who
really want to be there \.\ ill participate. In
on and on."
·'Remember that more time is not addition, there are tho e kids who simpl)
always better. Students need to leam the want to play in concert band. Why force
value of efficient practice. Furthermore. them into an activity that does not appeal
l!1·e1:nme involved in the process has a to them? Do you really want. for example.
plethora or other time commitments The to lose an All-State-level player who drops
choice lO limit rehean,al tune. can be tough. band because you force her to do marching
but it simply becomes .i matter of forging band'! Is that 111 the best interest of the
the best, highest quality band that can student? What is more important. a student
be honed m the tum.· you have be it 45 mak111g music in your program or the sve
of your marching hand? Scared about
minutes a day or rwo hours."
··V,.'e get about 45 min a day m the AM the thought of making marching band
with our students and hold one after school voluntary? Try bab)- ::.tcps and require only
rehearsal per week. We would not imagine freshmen to participate.
-1. Do marching band well. Just
taking away our time with our families or
because
we deem an activity less important
our student's time away from their families
another
does not mean we should
on the few weekends free from football than
neglect
it
and
do II poorly. Spend the
games. marching band competitions. If
time
necessary
to make your marching
we can't get it taught 111 the time we have
ensemble
play
well
and look good. I think
allotted then we don't do it.''
you
will
fiod
it
does
not take four hours a
"I have four suggestions of how to put
six
days
a
week
to
achieve a high level
day,
marching band in its proper context.
of
perfom1ance."
l . Build concert band into the
schedule so that it meets every day of t11e

In Remembrance of "J.C."

attended Texas Tech University
earning a Bachelor's Degree
in business admi111strauon in
1951. After graduation he was
employed by Jarrall Music
which
e,·ennially became
Rodgers Music Company. In
1971. J.C., Dave Clark. and Bill
Waldrop purchased Rodgers
Music and founded Music
World, \.\ here he sened as \ice

president. J.C. was an mtegral
part of the music business and
served band directors in the
area for 58 years.
Those who live and work
as music educators in the
Southeastern truly appreciated
and ,, ill miss his kindness.
generosity and unwavering
support.
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20 1 0 Teacher Emeritus Award
Ron Lipka

Ron Lipka has been a music educator for 53
years. In January of 2004 he was inducted
into the NMMEA Hall of Fame. His
public school experience included 26 years
at Los Alamos elementary, Los Alamos
Junior l l igh, Rio Grande High School and
Eldorado High School. Following those
experiences he was on the faculty of New
Mexico Highlands University for two
years and for seven years was director of
instrumental music and chai11T1an of the
Department of Fine Arts at William Penn
University in Oskaloosa, Iowa.
While director of bands at Eldorado the
groups were awarded many honors in
concert, jav and march111g band. In 1984
Ron received the J\lbuquerque Tribune
"Distinguished Teacher" award. and was
named teacher of the year at Eldorado in
1985 and 1986. Ron was recognized as
outstandingjazz educator of the year by the
New Mexico Unit of NAJI::..

In Albuquerque Ron played for nineteen
years in the Ne"' Mexico Symphony
Orchestra and waf. a first call tmmpcter
for dance. Jazz, show, opera, and ballet.
Ron also served as the editor of The New

Mexico Musician for two years.
He is currently State director of Mentoring
Services and Retired Membership Chair for
NMMEA. Ron serves as a mentor for new
instrumental music teachers for APS. He is
Past President of the Albuquerque Concert
Band. past president of the Rio Grande
Jazz Society and a Board Member of tbe
Musician's Association of Albuquerque.
Ile has also served as a faculty member for
the New Mexico Jazz Workshop serving
as director the Adult Jazz Band for that
organization.
Ron has been an acti,e member of the
International Trnmpet Guild and has
published numerous reviews of music,
book and CD's in the quarterly journal of
that organization. Congratulations from
NMMEA on a well deserved honor

201 0 Music Educator of the Year Award
Virginia Nickels-Hircock

Virginia Nickels-Hircock has been a choir
director for 20 years. starting at Heights
Jr. High in Fam1ington. New Mexico.
Virginia has taught at Rio Rancho High
School, Farmington Iligh School. Hennosa
Jr. High and is currently the choral director
at Piedra Vista High School in Farmington,
NM. Virginia has taught all grade levels
K-12 in choir and has served as an
adjudicator and clinician for public and

private schools in New Mexico, Arkansa�.
and Colorado. Virginia's "PVC.. choir has
won the state NMAA choir contest in 4A in
2008. 2009, and 20I0. She is a Fannmgton
Red apple Teacher Award recipient in 2008
and 2010. Virginia had the NMMEA all
State Honor Choir in 1997. Her choirs
have won various sweepstakes awards and
scored first division ratmgs in Colorado,
New Mexico, California. and Texas.
Virginia served as Nonhwest District
Choral Vice President for four years and
the Northwest District Interim President
for one year. in addition lo hosting various
NM District events and workshops.
Virginia has been the director of Caliente
Community Choms from 2006 to the
present. Concen proceeds are regularly
given to local non-profits including People
Assisting tbe Homeless. Kurt Chrisman
says of Virginia, "I have watched Virginia
teach for over a dozen years and can attest
to the fact that the ultimate goal is not to win
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awa1ds. but to truly project the meaning of
the music in the most musical and an1sllc
way. This is evident every year when the
choir has multiple sold out concerts. The
end of the year Shindig concerts sell out
the 800 seats for all 4 concerts. You can
do the math to see how many people \\ ant
to sec the choirs perform.··
NMMEA congratulates Virginia on much
deserved recognition for a job well done.
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201 0 New & Emerging Teacher of the Year Award
Jadira Flamm

Jadira has been a choir director in Rio
Rancho since 2005. She taught at Lincoln
Middle School. Rio Rancho Mid Iligh

School and V. Sue Cle\eland High School.
Jadira received her Bachelor of Music
Education with a vocal emphasis from New
Mexico State University in 2005 and is
currently working on her Master's Degree
in Music Education at UNM. Jadira's
choirs have received superior ratings since
2006 and she says of herself. "My goal as a
music educator is to inspire students to love
music. It is my duty to ensure that every
student in my classroom 1s equipped with
the necessary tools to be an independent
musician. My objectivt: is to provide
students with quality music instruction so
they may reach their highest potential as
a musician and gain a strong appreciation
of music as an art fom1 and as an integral
part of society. My contribution to music
education is a commitment that is fostered
through hard \\ ork and endless dedication.··

Jad1ra has been the choral vice president
for NMMEA district VI. she is a choir
member of the Sagebrush Community
Church and is the assistant choral director
of the Rio Grande Youth Singers. The Rio
Grande Youth Singers were U1e 20 IO All
State Conference Elementary Ilonor Choir.
Congratula1ions from NMMEA on this
wonderful honor.

20 1 0 John Batcheller Award
Linda Parker

Linda Parker has been teaching music in
Ne\\ Mexico and Texas since 1973 and
has had a distinguished career as a master
teacher at the elementary level. Lmda is
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the founder and director of the all-district
elementary choir in Richardson. Texa<;.
She is the c o -authN of Focus to Closure,
a series or lesson plans and how they re
late to the Texas Evaluation Process for
elememary music teachers. She has a
publica11011 pending. Music for Doodle
bugs (Body Rhythmics). a movement and
music curriculum for kindergarten. Linda
also has publication pending for the book.
f-undamentals of Music l heory, a text for
pre-college music theory. Linda has been
a cooperating teacher to over 30 student
teachers and is a workshop clinician in
Texas for elementary choral and general
music. Linda was appointed to Texas
State Music Committee to write essential
elements (TEKS) for elementary music
and appointed to Delta Kappa Gamma
state music committee and awarded a life

membership in the Texas PTA. Linda
was the siate elementary VP of TMEA
t\\ ice and state elemc11ta11 VP of TCDA.
Linda is certified in Kodaly Methodology
and holds certification 111 mO\ emcnt and
folk dance levels I and 2 from the Umver
sity of Miclugan. Bravo Lmda on a job
well done.
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201 0 Hall of Fame Award
Linda Servold

'
/
Linda McAlis1er-Servold is a legend
among choral teachers m Southern Nev.
Mexico. She has been teaching choirs
m Alamogordo, Raton. Carlsbad, and
Dumas Texas s111cc 1968. She has 30
years or sweepstakes \\ mnmg choirs at
district and state fcsttvals, throughout
New Mc'.\ico. Linda also was the proud
director or the 1981 NMMEA Honor

Choir from Alamogordo's Mid-High The
number of first tliv1sion solo and ensemble
\\ inners are off tbe charts and she has been
a mentor 10 ne\\ 1eacher!- in the Carlsbad
school system since 1989.
Linda has been the music directo1 and
accomparnst for numerous Musical
TI1eater produc11ons over the year:-. and is
on the adjunct facull) ofNMSU-Carlsbad,
teaclung Jntroduct1on 10 Music courses.
Linda is an active church choir director
and organist. holding se,·cral positions
throughout northern and southern New
Mexico.
Linda has been an NMMf:.A workshop
presenter on several occasions· she is an
NMMEA Past President and Choral Vice
President. She is currently the NMACDA
stale secretary.
Linda's choirs are renov.ned for their
consistenl cultivation of a beautiful tone
and music reading skills. her canng
a1t11ude touches students both musically
and 111 Iifc sktlb. Beth Borchen-Thomas,
c;ays of Lrnda. "Linda holds her students
to a high le\'el mu:-.1call). lier repertoire
standards for soloists and ensembles are

always al the highest level. Her students
sing with great pitch. tone and always ha\'e
beautiful phrasing. They sing with a true
dedication to the art of choral music." Jim
Young says of Lmda. "While working
\\ Jth Linda for many years in Alamogordo.
she earned an even higher level of respect
from me because of her professionalism
and concern for her students. Choirs under
her leadership have always perfonned at
an extremely high level of musicianship
and ,\.ith a maturity beyond the student"s
ages that one would expect. Not only do
her students perfonn at an extremely high
level. but also show the same love or music
that Linda shares with them.··
Linda is an exceptional teacher. gifted.
firm, lo, ing and respected by one and all.
My brolher. Joe. i� a product of Linda's
choir in Alamogordo. I le speaks of her
in reverent. hushed awe-struck tones: the
way that all of us hope our sllldcnts will
remember us someday. NMME:.A and New
M.:x1co have been truly blessed to hm.e a
teacher of your caliber giving the best of
music lo our students.

20 1 0 Administrator of the Year Award
Deborah Fleming

from Rto Rancho. lkmaltllo, Corrales.
Jeme7 Pueblo, PlaClla:-.. Algondones. and
Albuquerque. Debbie supports school
music programs though this commumly
choir by requiring students to be a member
or their school's band, choir. or orchestra.
[n Rio Rancho. Debbie Flemmg advocates
for music in many different ways. She
visibly supports school music programs
with attendance at concerts. festivals and
other events. In her capacity as Fine Arts
Dtrector. Debbie makes efforts to insure
that Rio Rancho Public Schools music
programs arc well funded and adequately
Debbie Fleming is an active advocate for staffed. Debbie is a passionate advocate
music throughout her community. She for the New Mexico Fine Arts Education
\Oluntecrs her time as the co-conductor of Appropriation and regularly manages the
the Rio Grande Youth Chorale. The Choral renewal every year for RRPS. Her efforts
consists of two choirs, the Youth Singers are a fundamental reason RRPS has strong
and the Kokopelli Singers, which Debbie music programs K-12.
founded, and is comprised of students Debbie has created elementary school
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music program budgets to include student
lra\'el. instrument repair and maintenance.
clinicians, profession development, and
materials. As RRPS Fine Arts Director.
Debbie manages the budget for the
district arts programs. Debbie advocated
mamtaming or increasing music staffing
levels in order to preserve high qual11y
music programs at all levels K-12.
Debbie Fleming has shown strong
leadership
and
management
skill
throughout her career. Her work at the
administrative level and at 1he dislnct level
have gi\'en her opportunities to develop
strong music programs within the school
system and the community al large. She
has served in leadership roles, acting as a
mentor to teachers and students. She has
worked in collaboration with directors
of musical groups lo put together unique
performance opportunities for students.
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She has served as a clinician for middle
school and high school choin, and has
modeled lessons for new teachers. She
facilitates the RRPS District-Wide Fine
Arts Professional Leaming Community for
both elementary and secondary teachers.
Debbie regularly instructs the RRPS school
board on fine and performing arts issues
through board presentations. She has been

an active contributor to music education
by presenting clinics and trainmgs for Orff
Level I and II. along with Kodaly Level I
certification courses.
Debbie Fleming is pai.;sionate about music
and i:, a staunch supporter or school
music programs. She advocates for music
programs through her position within
the RRPS and contnbutcs to music in the

community through her \\Ork with the R10
Grande Youth choral. Iler pas:,ion and
dedication to music helps make R.RPS a
wonderful place to be a music teacher.
NMMl:.A oITer:. our congratulations to
Debbie Fleming on a well deserved honor.

201 0 Rollie V. Heitman - Service Award
Luis Delgado

Mexico Public Education Department.
The Rollie Heitman Exemplary Sen•ice
All'ard is presented to Luis Delgado in
recognition of l 6 years of service to 1he
Ne\\ Mexico Music Educators Association
and M ENC - The National Association for
Music Education. Mr. Delgado served as

Lui1, Delgado is currently the Coordinator
of Fine Aris for the Albuquerque Public
Schools. His formal work background
includes many years as an elementary,
middle and high school band director and
as a Performing Arts Consultant at the New
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an Ex-Officio member of the NMMEA
Board, represenung the NM Public
l:.ducauon Dcpanmcnl. General Music
Secllon Vicc-Prcs1dem. President. and
Past President or the NMMEA. He ha:-.
mo,1 n.:ccntly ,en t:d at the national level
as Presu.lent-Flctt. Prcs1<lem and Past
President of the Southwestern Oh. is100 of
MENL representmg New Mexico, Texas.
Colorado, Kansas, M1ssoun am.I Arkansas
on the Ml-:.NC' National Exccuuve Board.
Luis i,; an active presenter at local stafT
development sessions. anti has also

the 2009 AOSA National Conference.
and at the MENC National Leadership
Assembly. lie holds Bachelor and Master's
degrees from the UnivcrsityofNew Mexico
in Music Education. He completed his
Orff certification coursework at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas. Texas.
NMMEA thanks Mr. Delgado for his
selfless comm1trnent to the students and his
colleagues in the state of New Mexico.

presented at NMAOSA chapter workshops,
the NMMEA All State Music Conference.
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The Model Conductor

Dr. Jason Paulk

The topic of the model conductor struck
me as I began to teach a nc\\ semester of
beginning conducting al m} university.
Most of the students in my class were
second semester sophomores and were
having their first ..formal'' conducting
training. Although this was their first
classroom conducting experience, it
occurred to me that I had been tacitly
teaching numerous lessons to each of them
for more than three semesters, impressing
upon them my "ideal" conducting
technique- which they sa\'. every time I
conducted an ensemble 111 v,hich they sang.
Like� 1se, the) had been learning, whether
I planned for it or not. ho," I approached
and planned each rehearsal. how I paced
the musical leammg for the semester. and
ho� I interacted ,, ith tndividuals ,.._ithin
the ensemble and ,, tth the ensemble as a
,,hole. Furthem1ore. the students had been
observing specific rehearsal techmquc� that
they stored as effective. 1101 necessarily
because the} felt that �ay but because I
approved the techniques by 11npleme11ung
them in our ensemble rehearsals. The trust
ou1 student:. grant us as thdr teachers
should b1: considered serious!} since the),
as a rule. accept our actions as bcha\'ior
that �hould be modeled.
l must confess candid!) that it 1s my
curiosity rather than my scholarship m
this area that compels me to share a few
thoughts on the subject. after considerable
reflection. MorcO\er. 1 am not "the model
conducto1," but hope to continually
become a more effect1vc conductor and
educator As leaders of indi, iduals in
performancl! ensembles. many of whom
aspire to identical leadership positions.
conductors are constantly being , iewcd as
models for their myriad actions. responses.
and decisions. It is important to reflect on
modeling effecth e conductor beha,iors for
the benefit of prospective music education
and conducting students who are learning
numerous lessons regarding cacher
planning and organization. creating an
effective lcarnmg environment, conducting
gestures and rehearsal techniques.
It is likely that most ensemble conductors
understand their role of artist. educator.
and administrator. It may be beneficial to

consider the man; ways we as conducting organized rehearsal teaches our singers that
professionals and artists convey those we value our art fonn. their time, and the
actions rhat are most important to us from educational process. It is hoped that the
the podium. The,;e actions are certainly model we provide- will shape our students·
reflected by our performing ensembles cognition (understanding) and ultimately
and. in many cases. will be modeled by their conation (doing) in a healthy and
prospective conductors as their accepted effective manner. 1
Students also learn a great deal about
modus operandi.
If our goal 1s to efficiently maximize our creating a safe and open learning
effoctivencss as conductors and educators. environment-one in which individuals
feel valued. comfortable. and can take
it would be wise to model the beha, ior
physical. musical. and otherwise that risks-from their o�n perfom,ancc
we want our students to emulate Another experiences. Our interactions with students
example comes to mind from the same before, during, and after rehearsal model
semester of begmning conducting that appropriate or mappropnate professional
I discussed earlier. After beginning the mtcraetions with individuals and "' ith
semester. I noticed that many students the group. If. for c�ample. a conductor's
seemed to have difficult) conduct111g manner of dealing with an ensemble is
only one "prep" beat for the musical harsh and crt11cal. ti -.,ho11ld be assumed that
examples the) \\ere conducting. I had to students "ill perce1\e this as the cffe1.:t1,·e
ask myself. "Could this be because I model or accepted way to interact with ensembles.
somethmg different on the podtum durmg This 1s often the case even when students do
rehearsal"?" r!llS was a turn111g pomt in the not part1cularl) like being in the situation.
\\a} I considered my role as a conducting sin1.e students will ultunalcl) model "' hat
teacher. Pre, iously, I had con'i1dcred th<! they knm\.. On the other hand. 1f a student
lc.mnng that took place in conducting class obsef\es a caring. bcnehcent conductor
cnt1rcl� separate from the learning that "'ho carefully l'Onsidcr., the ensemble\
wok place in the em, cmblc The rcah1at1on feelings and gro,\lh. it i-., likdy that they
that all student learning 1s C(llltcxtualt,cd "ill ..,eek to model this bcha, wr
Our basic vocabula1) of conductmg
globally through every act10n and
ge:-.tures
is universally unde1s1ood amongst
interaction and not isolated m chunk:. of
rnfom1at1on. total!) altered my approach most 111us1call) educated mdi,iduals. As
lo rehearsal preparation. We all kno," that is seen frequently. howe,er. even basic
theory. car training. music history, and patterns vary widely from individual
other core musical knowledge 1s learned to ind1v1dual. Sometunes. it 1s even
and remforced 111 ensemble rehearsals; apparent with \\ hom someone has studied
so. too is conducting, administration and conductmg by the look or shape of their
gesture. This is not nece::.sarily a negative
numerous other behaviors.
Students gather many beliefs about point, although when one is conduct111g
the long-tenn and short-term effect::. an ensemble it i-hould be thoughtfully
and benefib of planning and rehearsal considered that many potential conductors
preparation through their observatmns of are being imprinted '" ith hundreds. and
often thousands. of model conducting
conductors. From beginnmg of the
semester auditions, the mtroduction of patterns 111 1he cour:.e of a year. In actuality.
repertoire, pacing or learning. performance it is a very positive fact that so much can be
preparation and semester wrap-up, taught from the podium. regardless of the
conductors convey many ideas about great responsibility is felt by the conductor.
the long-range thoughts, management.
I . For an excellent resource about ho,\
and implementation of thoughtful and
to better understand our own and others·
educationally sound planning. Likewise,
actions. defined as conation. read Kathy
daily rehearsal strategies-beginning with
Kolbe·s Conative Co11nectio11: Acting on
wmm-ups-convcy either preparedness or
a haphazard approach to learning. A well- lmtinct
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Article . . .
An example may prove illustrati\ e at 1his
point. If a conduc1or employs a habitual
gesture 1hat is ineffective and has simply
become part of that conduclor·s ..style··
for instance. a loopy third beat in the three
pattern or an ictus 1hat is consis1ently ahead
or the bea1-is it fair to impressionable
students who obser.e an inefficient or
possibly 111correct use of gesture daily'!
Before that student ever begins to study
conducting in the fonnal sense. they have
made numerous conductor evaluations and
rehearsed that pattern hundreds. maybe
thousands of times through the rcp.:Hition of
obsen at1on. It is likely that they \1..ill have
to unlearn pour habits in order to achieve
a textbook pattern if they ultimately enroll
in a conducting class. It is now a personal
goal to model the most effective gestural
communication 111 order to elicit the most
musical response from my ensembles. so
that I may actually preach the message to
my conducting studcnts: ..do what I say and
\\ hat I do."
My \',, ire.,,. ho happens to be a prolc:.sional
coach1accompan1st. often comments that
she b a .. professional conductor \\ atcher:·

I ha, c always been a careful observer of
conductors. noting effective gestures that
convey the perfect staccato articulation or
thc gesture that insp1rcs me to sing the most
supported fone. These models have made
lasting impressions. The students 111 our
ensembles. whether taking written notes or
not, recognize thl: same clements of ge::.turc
and record them in their memory. They
recognize and will ultimately implement
the same technique of simple "time
.
beating. with no variation in dynamics,
phrase shape, or aniculation. if that is
the model. Conversely. they will be the
young conductors who inspire countless
ensembles to musical perfonnance through
their artistic conducting if they learn by an
effective example.
Never is the importance of modeling
effective conducting and rehearsal
techniques so apparent as when a teacher
has a student conductor conducting an
ensemble. It is so often the case that-for
the teacher thi'> situation i\ like obser\mg
a mirror or one ·:. own conducting and
rehearsal process Does the student speak
clearly and 111Lclhg1bly? Do you? Does the

tor hundreds of thousands of hours
,,. ht le accompanymg various cl inies and
rehearsal:, and always learns somcthmg
new. constantly rclatmg dfect1,c and
tnclfocll\C tedmiqucs to me Likewise.

a clear preparation gesture aecompa111cd
by the rc4uisnc breath'1 Do you·> Does the
conductor rehearse women togethe1. men
together. all-together m a pedantic and
bortng fashion? Do you? I thmt.. the potnt 1s

No doubt, she has watched conductors
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sllldent conduc.:tor pr..:pare an entrance with

clear: student conductors will model what
they have observed. "hether effective or
ineffective. Much thought should be given
to rehearsal procedure. along with the other
elements discussed above. Students should
not have to wait unlil lhey take a methods
course to observe varied lechniques for
achie, ing , ibrant and energized tonal
production. blend and healthy intonation.
They should have the opportunity to
obsef\e these techniques in action daily.
No doubt. they already arc keenly engaged
in observing our behaviors, and in l1lm,
rehearsing and conducting the symphonies,
\\ ind en:.emblcs and choirs in theu- own
minds.
Just as we model phrase shapes. ideal
tone production and stylistic articulation
for our ensembles. it is also vital for
effective conductors to model appropriate
rehearsal planning. community building,
physical conducting gcsturcs and rehcar:;al
techniques. Our actions on the podium <lo
not simply exist in the \acuum or rehearsal
and perfomrnnce. but as educationaI models
that will be accepted. whether conscious!)
or not. as the au1hontall\'C manner of
operallon. fh..:n:forc, it 1s exceedingly
1mportam that we. a:. coriductors and
educators. gl\e great thought and
preparation to ho\'. we may become the
model conductor.
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N M J azz Educator's News
Pancho Romero, Chair

5ummer is over and our work begins. Wel
come back to what I hope to be a very pro
ducti\'e year in education. Although we
don't h,P,e the runding \Ve have enjoyed m
the past, we do have many fine music edu
cators in our field.
Congratulauons to Mr. Keith Jordan and
the 1 a Cueva High School Jan Band for
being selected honor Jazz Band at the 2011
NMMEA Convention.
I am writing this as president of Ne,\
Mexico Ja12 Educators. Thanks lo Brad
Dubbs for leading this organization for the
past 6 years. I am happ) 10 serve and keep
the tradition of Jazz movmg forward acros�
this state and nation.
I am trymg to establish a workable email
Iist and get e,eryone mcludcd m lhe loop.
I }OU are not recchmg my email please
email me at pancho(<L,nmsu.edu. ff you
do not want to rccci\e my email plea;:,c do
the same. I would like 10 imite any and
all New Mexico Music educators to get in
volved, especially middle school educators
across lhe state. I would like to expand our
olfonngs 10 ;.J broader group ofteachers and
students.

Jaz,: All State auditions \\ ill be held dur
ing the same auditions dates as regular
band All State auditions in Albuquerque.
Las Cruces and Portales.
The audition
registration fonn is found on our tempo
rary web site: music.nm.su.edu and follow
the quick links to New Mexico Jaz7 Edu
cators. Registration deadline 1s Oct. 8th,
20 I0. Jazz audition matenal 1s up on lhis
website as well.
Tll!S year's Ja.7.7 All State will be hosted
by Fastem Nev. Mexico State University in
Portales on January 21-23. 2011. Thanks
to E.NMU for taking on this responsibility.
Our clinicians will be Mr. Doug Beach.
professional musician and educator. com
poser for Kendor Music: Dr. Bruce Dalby.
professor of music education UNM: and
Mr. Brad Dubs. director of hands, Manzano
High School.
Please encouragt: your students to audi
tion for Jan All State As our nations only
origmal art fonn. we need to keep lhc trad111on ali\e and gi\c our students this experi
ence.
I-ta,c a fruitful and :-..ucccssful school year.
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Yours in service,
Pancho Romero
President. New Mexico Jan Educators
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i\Jmic lndm11:1 Council 111,•111/>enhip i.1 m·ailah/e to all corporatio11.1. lmsinesse.,. 011d ed11catio11al institwions 11110
11 is/, to support the aclil'ities olthe Sell' Mexico A;/usic Educators . /ssocwtio11. These memhers are w, i111pvna111
part ofot/1' orgam=ation and dewtn·e 1· 011r wpport.

American College of \1usicians
Pat McCabe-Lechc
PO Box 1 807
Austin. TX 78767
5 1 2-478-5775

Greater Southwest Music Festival
Kathy Hi.hhum
1000 S. Polk St.
Amanllo, TX 7910 I
800-444-4763

Baum·s Music Compan)'
William Krum, Jr.
2908 Eubank Blvd., NI:.
l\lbuqucrque. NM 87 1 1 2
800-372-0707

Hummingbird Music Camp
Wanda Higgins
PO Box 106
Jemez Spring�. '\/M 87025
505-829-3060
groupie! hummingb1rdmusiccamp.org

Pcars<m Scott Foresman Sil\er 13urdctt
Da....,d Sam:hc/
PO Box 38
Jcme7 Spnng:-.. NM 87025
da, ad _sanchcz1a sconfon:sman.com

Jm11n) Oh,as Unifom1s
Jimmv Olivas
600 (innamon Teal Circle
El Paso, TX 79932
9 1 5-877-5617
_10]11as l l (a elp.rr.com

QSP
Carlos Baca
7416 Long, ic,\ Dr. 1\T\.\
Albuquerque. N \II 87120
505-232-3277
mhaca I6,a comca,t.com

Jupiter Band Instruments Inc.
Maia Sommerlatte
ro· Box 90249
\ustin. TX 7R709-024tJ
'i i 2 288-7400
msommcrlatt..:(ttJUpitennu:,ic com

Robenson & Son� V1ol111 Shop
D11n Robertson
320 I Carlisle Bh d. N l
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 0
X00-284-6546

330 I Southern Bh J. Ste 403
Rio Rancho, N M 87124
505-994- 1 1 08
baumsmus1c((Iaol.com
Cap,ha,, Oliva� Music Center
.Timmy Olivas
1320 I'\ Zaragosa Suite 1 1 5
El Paso. TX 79936
9 1 5-858-6700
olivasmusic(a clp rrcom
DcMouhn Brothers & C ompany
Ka\ Rcvmond
I025 S1;uth 4 Stred
(Jf\!Cll\ Ilk, IL 6224(>
KOll-22!{-8134
krcvmond adc111nul1n.co111
l:astman Stnnus, Inc
DcOc <,11th 22525 Gateway (.emcr Drive
Cla1kshurg, MD 20871
800-624-0270
dlguthta msn.com
�nihaufUn1fonns
Darrell Blanchard
800 l.!ast Gilbert
Wichita. KS 672 1 1
3 1 6-263-7500
frauhauf(i�fnihaul com
Gctzen Company. Inc
Mal) Rima
PO Bo, 440
Elkhorn. WI 53 t 2 1-0440
262-723-422 t
anfonnauon(a getzen.com
Grandma's ;\lu:-.ic & Sound
9310 Coon, Blvd NW
Albuquerque. NM 8 7 1 1 4
800-444-5252
Grand Mc�a Music Publishers
Walter Cummings
3 12 Count') Club Park
Grand .Junction, CO 8 1 503
970-245-1685
gmm11s1c(a,carthl1nk.nct
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J \\ Pepper
l\larv (ireen
5420 S Gr.ien S1rec1
\fona). L1 �4123
801 -265-11868
,at1sl;11.:t1on.<1J\t pcppcr.com
The \1u�1c \.1ar1 Inc.
Joe Ke11h
. ,JoI Carli:;lc BhJ 1'.JI
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 0
800-545-6204
info/" musicmart.com
Ne\, Me,1co ,\m1:,. National Guard
44'" A.1my Band
WO I Wem.ly Franchell
600 Wyoming Blvd. NI
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-27 1-7142
\\ cndyfranchell(a nm.ngb.anny.mil
Ne,v Mexico School for the Art�
Anmca Graham
2300 onh R1dgc1op Road
Santa Fe. N M 87506
505-310-4299
agraham(t1 nmschool fimhcans.org
Patterson I lorn Works
Cora Patterson
3380 Thunnond Rd.
Las Cmccs. NM 88012
575-373-0789
cora(a homworb.com

Patti DeWitt. Im:
25226 Sanda Ln.
Katy, TX 77494
7 IJ-898- 1 692
drpattira patt1dc\1 111.com

Second \\:and Repair
Janel Harrmm
24.32 Rose Ave. N\\
Albuquer<1ue, "-\1 >no I t
SO'i-243-2099
St:Clllld\\ 111drcp,tma (h)tm..nl.com
�MB I undr,l1s1ng
M1d1.1el Brnwm,tc111
5541 Midwa\ Park Place :,.;r ,\lbu4ucrque.
'\Jl\,l 871 {)I) •
�0.5-143- I 120smhfundra1s111g,a m�n com
">ummll four & Tr.l\cl
PO Box 682240
Orlando, Fl J286X-2240
877-290-6777
info(l/ !>ummillourtravd.com
U111vcrs1ty of fcxas al E-1 Paso
William l\fcMi!lan
500 W Un1vcf';1ty
Fo:-. Fine Arts Rm 301
El Paso. TX 79968-2552
9 1 5-747-5606
,, mcmilfa1a_u1ep.edu
White's Music Bo.,
Mike While
200 South Do,, ntown \,f all
Las Cnaccs. NM 88001
505-526-6677
\Vl11tesmu�1cbox a aol.ctim
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Yamaha Corporauon
Adria Lewis. Comcnuon Cl>Ordmator
6600 Orangethorpc A\ c
Buena Park. CA 90920
7 14-522-9490
alewt�I« yamaha.com
Ita Uraph1cs
Jim edgcrngton
2730 Carlisle NT
Albuquerque, "JM 87 1 10
X88-99+7'.!74
sales/« /iagraph1c�.cvm

Eastern New Me\.1co Umvers1ty
D11slm Set fen
Dcpaertmenl of J\lustc
1 500 S. Ave K. Station 1 <•
Portales. NM 881 JO
575-562-4480
<lustm.M.:1fcn(a enmu cdu

Universil} of Ne\, Mexico
Dr. Steven Block
Department of Music
Center for Ans MSC0-2570
Albuquerque, M R7 l 3 l-1411
505-277-2127
,block(a,unm.ed11

NC\\ Mex1t·o Stat.: Umvers11v
Dr. Ken VanWinkle
Music Dcpanmcnt
Box 3001 MSC 3-r
Las Cruce�. NM 88003
505-646-2421
kwam, ink<u nmsu edu

Ne\\ Mexico Highlands University
Ldward Harrington
Der1. of Visua(& Perfonning Arts. Music
PO Box 900013
Las Vegas. NM g770 I
505-426-2720
charrington,a nmhu.cdu
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WHEN???
FALL
WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

Band, Orchestra, Choir and Guitar
Camps
Christmas Concert Preparation
Festival and Concert Preparation
Ten Weeks Music Camp
Students Age 8 through 14

WHY???
Our clinicians and instrumental specialists teach sec
tionals to prepare for your concert or festival. We
accomplish in depth teaching in a woodland setting
that combines music & outdoor recreation which in
spires esprit-de-corps.

WHO???

HUMMINGBIRD
SUM MER MUSIC
and RECREATION CAMP

Arrangements made for: Special Clinicians,
Hummingbird Staff iAstrumental specialist,
and recreation programs. Generally a 3-day
camp suffices for most objectives (Friday
through Sunday or during the week). For
additional information:
Wanda Higgins 1-505-829-3060
104 Hummingbird Lane
Jemez Springs. New Mexico 87025
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Don Gerheart, Executive Director
93 Mimbres Drive
Los Alamos, NM 87544
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ROB E RTSO N & SONS
VIO LI N SHOP
I N C O R P O RA f [ D
EmJHlSHm Jqil

Rare and Contemporary Instruments and Bo\\'S
World Class Restoration and Repair Department
Valuations and Certificates of Authenticity
Extensi\·e Sheet Music Library

3201 CARLISLE BOULEVARD NE
ALBUQ1JERQ1JE, NM 871 1 0
TEL. 1 -800-A-VlOUN OR 505-889-2999 • FAX 505-889-7790
WWW.ROBERTSONVIOLI NS.COM
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